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Late in February 1970 funds in the amount of $33,970.

were made available to the Rochester Career Guidance Project

by the Bureau of Guidance, New York State Education Department.

The activities described in this report were carried out be-

tween March 1 and July 30, 1970. Three major activities were:

1. The implementation and evaluation of a
partial Micro-Image system at Douglass
Junior High School, Rochester, New York.

2. The completion of content for a compre-
hensive Micro-Image (microfiche) File for
occupational information.

3. The production of five slide audio units
for in-service counselor use.

THE IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION OF A PARTIAL MICRO-IMAGE

SYSTEM FOR OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION

Work completed previously on the Career Guidance Project,

(Burnham, Johnson, and Youst) provided the foundation for

systematically gathering career material together on the

basis of occupational titles, and then microfilming these

materials for independent and individualized use by students.

Commercially published briefs, materials from the

Occupational Outlook Handbook, Encyclopedia of Careers and

the Dictionary of Occupational Titles, were gathered to-

gether to form a system with 623 job titles. In January of

1970 this was microfilmed in two forms, Dekastrip and
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Microfiche. As part of the prc.sent project, a guidance aide

and a teacher on special assignment were hired to develop

the best possible implementation of the Micro-Image File,

and to gather data on student-counselor-staff acceptance

of this aspect of the Project.

Yrederick Douglass Junior High School is now two years

old, and located at 940 Fernwood Park in Rochester, New York.

It is the only separate junior high school serving seventh

and eighth graders in a distict with 45)000 pupils, nine

secondary schools and 44 elementary schools. The student

population at the school is fairly representative of the

student population in the city; approximately 405 of the

students are non-white, and some students from the lowest

and highest socio-economic areas of the city attend.

The film equipment was located in one cluster of the

building (one of four) serving eighth grade students. The

physical arrangements at Douglass are unique enough to make

it dangerous to apply conclusions to more traditionally

arranged schools. In the area where the file was estab-

lished, approximately ten classrooms surround an informa-

tion center. Each time classes change, students pass

through this information center. They, therefore, have

constant access to human resources such as a guidance

counselor, library aides) and the Project guidance aide,

4
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as well as the equipment. (See figure 1)

Students were not encouraged to use the machine, and

only a very brief mention was made of the coming equipment

in each homeroom surrounding the file equipment. Data

was gathered on each student user between the dates March

4, 1970 an May 15, 19y0. Each student user filled out

one page of a questionnaire beftre actually looking at

materials in the file. After finishing each session, he

filled out the last two pages of his questionnaire. A

"gadget affect" was present for approximately seven school

days, but after this period of time staff members were

very pleasantly surprised by the seriousness with which

junior high students used the resource. Initially two

Dekastrip reader-printers wire provided on loan by the

Eastman Kodak Company and on May 1st two other units of

equipment were added; one Microfiche reader-printer and one

Microfiche reader. At our request, the Eastman Kodak

Company provided print-out paper free of charge to the

'students. This meant that we did not need to set limits

on the number of copies which students could take from the

file, (except, be reasonable). Problems did develop with

student attitudes regarding the Microfiche reader. It was

used rarely, and preferred by no one.
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We initially used Dekastrip erpliprier,f felt

it would be the simplest for students to use. As the file

became established, it was once again clear to us that we

had underestimated student capabilities for handling our

equipment. Not only could students handle the Dekastrip

equipment without any difficulty, they could also handle Micro-

fiche with only a minimum of instruction. The Microfiche

reader-printer was particularly annoying, because it re-

quired a student to keep cne hand up on top of the machine

to move from one frame to the next. In general, students

did not complain about this inconvenience and did not seem

to have difficulties.

Another microfiche reader-printer (3M Executive I) was

used during one very warm week in June (after experimental

period). This machine does not require an awkward hand

position for reading, but is somewhat more difficult to

use when making a print.

During the data gathering phase, one major event

occurred within the school which interferred with true

independent access to the Micro-Image resource. Apparently

too many students were abusing the information resources

(not the Micro-Image File) and the school wished to tighten

up control of student movement from classrooms to informa-

tion centers. Beginning on April 16, each student was
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required to have a pass to go from his classroom to the

information center. This change in the school policy did

not, diminish the student use of the file, but did result in

students saying that they were referred by counselors, be-

cause they had to get a pass from a counselor or teacher.

RESULTS FROM QUESTIONNAIRE

The Micro-Image file was used 615 times between March 4

and May 15, 1970. Most students (92%) did make copies of

some materials included in the file. Contrary to our initial

expectations, most of the file users were boys, (353 boys,

262 girls). Until other guidance counselors began sending

students from their cluster areas in large numbers, the

largest category of users was returning self-referrals. In

other words, once a student used the file, he often wished

to come back and, in fact, during one limited period of

time when 35 students used the file, 30 had been to the

equipment before, (17 of the 35 were there for their third

or more visit.) For the total group, boys were much more

likely to return than girls, the ratio being greater than

2:1.

Because students who returned filled out questionnaires

each time they used the file, it is difficult to assess the

number of different users of the system. 334 of the

questionnaires indicated that the student was using the

equipment for the first time, but since the equipment had
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been partially set up before the experimental period, some

students probably checked 2nd or 3rd visit, when the first

"complete" visit would be more appropriate. At least 54% of

the file users were making their first visit.

Approximately one-half of the students spent longer than

25 minutes, and almost everyone longer than 15 minutes. First

time users tended to spend longer. 413 of the users were in

eighth grade; 202 in seventh.

There seemed to be some differences between self-referred

students and those who reported a referral by others. The

self-referred students tended to be less enthusiastic on the

questionnaire, although they generated the most penetrating

questions relative to career development. They may be the

most mature students. Of 146 self-referred students, 119 had

used the file previously.

Faculty acceptance of student use of the Micro-Image

file was quite good; however, Project staff did not have

the opportunity to adequately explain to teachers how the

resource materials might be best used from their instructional

bases. Future work should include grouping the job titles

in the file according to subject matter content, and pro-

viding teachers with these lists, so they may incorporate

this information into their classroom content. However, 66
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students (10%) rere referred by classroom teachers.

During the experimental period (615 users), the

students looked at 249 different jobs, (623 were available).

Since the only means by which students could gain access

to the file was by using an alphabetical index, a frequency

count was made of those jobs looked at in the first 100,

second 100, jobs etc. 65% of the jobs looked at were in

the first 200 listed in the alphabetical index. Clearly,

additional techniques are needed to help students enter

the system.

As expected, certain jobs were looked at many times.

Stewardess and model were most popular for the girls,

while automobile mechanic led the boys' explorations.

Further analysis will be made of the titles chosen by the

various subgroups. (Pilot was looked at much more often

by seventh graders).

Two questions dealt with tt'e technical aspects of

using the file:

"Once you got used to the microfilm machine,
did it work o.k. for you?

90% answered Yes and

10% Ho. From those who answered no, one problem
was liaEd in almost all cases - Ran out of paper!

Another question asked,

"Could you read the materials without difficulty"?
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80% answered Yes, and an additional 13% said

"Yes, but I could not clearly see everything I wanted

to." The remaining students said "No, there were things

I could not make out."

RESULTS OF FOLLOW-UP INTERVIEW

Follow-up interviews were held with 249 students

during the first week of June, 1970. Homerooms were

randomly selected from:

8th grades near the file (3 of 10)
8th grades not near the file (3 of 10)
7th grades (6 of 25)

Of 146 eighth graders polled, 118 said they had used the

file.

Other results indicated that of the students who made

print-out copies of career information, 75% showed a parent

or friend. Even ...lore remarkably, virtually all of the

students still had a print-out.

Approximately 40% of the students indicated that after

using the file, they engaged in some additional exploratory

activity. About 1/3 of the users remembered wanting to

know something about the job that was not in the file. In

general, though, they could not remember exactly what it

was. (They may have been just generally dissatisfied with

the content of the Occupational briefs.)
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INTERVIEWS WITH COUNSELORS

Early in March, the five counselors at Douglass were

asked, "What do you think of the microfilm project"? In

early June they were again interviewed. Some of their

statements follow:

Counselor for 7th and 8th grade students -

"The fact that they can get materials which they can

hold in their hands and take back later is very good. I've

found that the prints are the most rewarding part of the

project. A lot of students have said to m:1 that they were

reading the "prints" last night or showing them to friends

and parents. This kind of follow-up is a tremendous boon

to the guidance counselor because it immediately involves

the parents."

Counselor for 8th grade students -

"...I do think that the use of the machines has

actually built up students, interest and enthusiasm for

career exploration. Many of the students have pointed out

that at first they thought they were interested in one

specific job. After using the micro-image machine they

found that they wanted to investigate another area."

Counselor for 7th grade students -

"...the reading level of the information is too high

for 7th grade students. The size of the print is too small,

and it is too difficult to read. There should be more
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pictures and less printed material. My main objection is that

the information looks too much like a textbook. This is not

good for a 7th grade student who reads at a third grade level.

It is interesting to note that some students ask to return

to use the machines immediately, while others wait a few

weeks before they make a return visit."

Counselor for 7th grade students -

"I sent about 175 students up to use the project. Many

of these students came to see me after using the machines.

20 or more of the pupils were. completely fascinated by the

project and asked me repeatedly for permission to use the

machines again. The machines do seem to motivate some

students to explore careers."

Counselor for 8th grade students -

"...almost every day students are asking me if they may

go back to use the microfilm machines. It would be a big

help if one of these machines were placed in each IMRA so

that students wouldn't have to ask for a pass in order to

'use the machines. This would automatically expose students

to the project every day and give them more opportunities to

use the machines. Having a machine in each IMRA would be

"fantastic" as far as I am concerned."

The guidance aide, who was hired to help students use

the microfilm equipment, wat unusual in many respects, She



had served as P.T.A. President at the school; had a son

currently enrolled in the eighth grade. In addition, she

had served as a two-hour a day aide in the cafeteria during

lunch time. Apparently some students identified her,

initially, as a controlling person, though no evidence was

gathered directly which indicated that this perception was

a handicap in her helping role as a guidance aide. The

aide, being non-white, was helpful in clearing up some

misperceptions which some non-white students had regarding

who could use the file. Some black seventh graders tnought

that other students were paying for the print-out copies

and that you had to have money to use the file. The guidance

aide, was able to correct this misperception within a short

period of time and then encouraged some of these students,

who felt "unwelcome," to use this resource.

Other data was gathered and called "Eavesdropping."

The guidance aide would systematically listen to the kinds

of questions which students asked when they initially used

the equipment. Lists of these questions have been made and

appear in the Appendix.

In summary, the implementation and evaluation of the

partially completed Micro-Image File at Frederick Douglass

Junior High School seems to have been extremely successful.

14
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Clearly, urban junior high school students ale eager to

gain access independently to career information which they

choose to see. The large number of students, who used the

file in the brief period of time, seems to indicate that

similar prior research such as Project VOGUE in Nassau and

Suffolk County may have suffered from inadequate attention

to the implementation stages. We were especially pleased

to gain, through our concern with implementation, direct

contact with students, administrators, counselors. Teachers,

in many ways, were peripheral agents who could choose to

use the file in conjunction with their work; work with

students to use the resource, or they could choose to

ignore its existence. However, "let us make one thing

perfectly clear," it is very difficult to ignore an

enthusiastic seventh or eighth grader!
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NEW CONTENT for MICRO-IMAGE (MICROFICHE] FEE

The problems with existing, generally commercially

published career information, have been identified in

previous work carried out by the Career Guidance Project

staff:

1. Materials are not often as graphic or as
visually oriented as they may be.

2. Not enough care is given to readability and
vocabulary selection.

3. Important data has never been systematically
gathered. One example would be:

. High school courses appropriate
for one planning to enter a
particular field, etc.

4. Few information files have been developed
with thought given to the primary user, e.g.
if the primary user is to be a student;
sex, grade level, motivational state, and
previous experience with the information
source are critical variables in determin-
ing what resources should be first made
available to him.

5. Seldom is the gap crossed between the high
school, work , and the world of work.

It would seem that some people spend years of their

lives drifting, mostly aimlessly, letting time and chance

provide the major input for their individual guidance

systems.

1G



WHAT WAS NEEDED

Among the many things needed to help young people in

the process of purposely charting their own life-style and

career alternatives is an adequate information source. The

Micro-Image File, as developed on the Rochester Career

Guidance Project is just one small segment of a total in-

formation system. The total on-demand system should provide

for modularly developed audio-visual materials which incor-

porate role models of all races and sexes, etc. Beyond this,

automated means of retrieving vast amounts of information

will clearly be necessary. Therefore, the concept of a total

information system should not bz. limited in our thinking to

those technological elements with which we now have some

experience. While printed materials have been constantly

criticized in the Rochester work, it seems possible that the

greatea,amount of data, which will be available for some

time in the future, will continue to be in printed form.

With this in mind, the Career Guidance Project staff set

about to modify its first efforts with the Comprehensive

Micro-Image File for career information. Our f'.rst thought

was to build a file around occupational briefs and material

available in the public domain. We recognized the need to

provide information, which some guidance counselors would
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routinely provide, such as most appropriate high school

courses related to a particular job; alternate paths to

follow after high school to gain entrance to a particular

career, etc. We recognized that for a teacher to have

adequate resources relating to his subject field, and for

a student to have increased access to sources of career

fiction, games, and stimulation activities, that some more

research was in order. In addition, we discovered that a

great deal of information available through employment

resources could be systematically categorized and related

to job titles. Types of employers, related jobs, job

lattices (ladders), and other kinds of employment information,

could be researched and presented for student and teacher

use. The bonus in this work with New York State Employment

Service ww; the recognition that some material contained

in the Dictionary of Occupational. Titles could be converted

from highly technical descriptions to less precise, but

much clearer, printed form.

FORMAT CHANGE

Our first intention was to gather in one place, and

then film sequentially, four basic categories of information;

publisheu occupational briefs,, additional educction informa-

tion, additional sources of information, and additional job

18
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information. During the process of trying to estaalish the

format, it became evident that the microfiche matrix offered

advantages which had not been explored thus far in Project

activities. With the Dekastrip and roll-forms of microfilm,

pages are filmed sequentially much as if they were stapled

together (booklike), one after the other. It is possible to

skip ahead in the material when filmed this way, but every

photographed frame needs to be passed over in the process.

With microfiche this is not so. From one frame in the middle

of the fiche, it is just as easy to go up one frame, or down

one frame, as it is to continue reading in the same row.

In the newly completed microfiche file, the full

capabilities of this branching process have not been exploited.

However, one step has been taken. The material is presented

in four basic lines or rows with occasional "loops" designed

to add greater depth or clarity to a particular concept. If

a person chooses to loop, he is referred back again into the

major row so that no materials on the major row should be

overlooked. The other innovation in the use of microfiche,

to solve career guidance information problems, was the

concept of a double index, as found in the first row (A) and

first ,:olumn (1) of the microfiche. Attention is paid to the

first-time user of the file, who probably has had very little

19
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exploratory experience behind him. In effect, the twelve

frames of Row A present an overview of all the material in

the file by phrasing questions, for which the user may want

answers. Each frame asks the question, tells the user

where that kin of information can be found within the file,

and then refers him onward in frame A to get an extensive

overview. Column 1 Is also an index, but this index recognizes

that many users may have had experience with the file, or may

want quite specific bits of information. They may have a good

idea of where to find it in the file. It was felt, that once

understood, this format could be used most effectively to

present most printed information needed by public school

students.

Each microfiche has the title on frame number 1 of the

top row (A). The second frame (A2) contains directions for

using the file. After reading the directions you might decide

to proceed directly to the briefs which are :in Row B; or to

the third step in the horizontal index, which provides a

job description. A-4 teals what the briefs are. Again, at

this point you might decide to read the briefs or to proceed

to A5, A6, and 117 which deal with educational materials;

A-5 relates to high school courses; A-6 to education after

high school - college, apprenticeship, on-the-job training,

etc.; and A-7 deals with such things as clubs and volunteer

work that relate to the job. The eighth through the

20
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eleventh frames on row A deal with sources of employment,

other jobs that are related to this particular job,

ladders, and interests and worker characteristics related

to the job, and the final frame on row A of the horizontal

index describes sources of information, such as career

fiction and career biography.

A user might want to skip the briefs and go directly

to the educational requirements for that job. He would

then go directly to Row C. C-2 gives an overview of the

educational material in the file; C-3 describes general

high school requirements, (if this job requires a college

education, he might wish to look at D-3 for this inform-

ation then back to C-4 and 5; C-4 identifies high school

program possibilities; C-5 shows alternate ways to prepare

for the job. Again, he might "loop" to D-5 and then D-6

for some post-high school courses, before going on to C-6

and 7 which would give him other types of information,

such as other areas to look into or things to do.

Thus, the same microfiche can be used by a person

the first time he looks intz) a job where he can be given

a step-by-step direction, and also the more experienced

person who can go directly to the type of information that

he wants. The pilot version will be in operation at

fourteen "stations" in RocheF,er daring the 1970-71 school

year. All of this material was pulled together in only two

21
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months by fourteen people working on a crash program about

twenty hours a week, in addition to their regular jobs.

Six of these were employment personnel from the New York

State Employment Sep :ice; six were guidance counselors from

our public school system; and ',:mo were librarians, also

from our public schools.

TIME, GOALS, QUALITY

In retrospect, the problems tackled in the Spring of

1970 by the Rochester Carer Guidance Project staff appear

insurmountable. That 30 much has been accomplished in such

a short period of time is a tribute not only to the

personnel; but also to the clarity of the basic thinking

developed in previous work on the Project. Without such a

framework, even the extensive efforts put forth would not

have produced such results.

A host of decisions had to be made early in the project

development, and many of these decisions were of the nature

of limiting what it was possible to attain during time limits

of the project. A decision waE; made to use Cosssti format

(Microfiche), sixty images in t. five by twelve (matrix).

It was thought that 60 pages would allow the presentation of

sufficient data and result in e system completely compatible

with most library information systems, and particularly with

the ERIC Information System. Equ!.pment established in this

2 2
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fashion would ther serve as a ready counselor professional

library, a teacher professional library utilizing all of

the ERIC Centers at a minimum expense, :Library annotation

systems and of course, most important, the Career Guidance

Micro-Image File.

Each page, or frame, needed to have its content

specified and its format graphically produced. In addition

to deciding the way in which materials should appear on the

page, there were additional problems generated because of

the production process. The basic procedure developed as

follows: content and format were este.blished, a final

copy was made in dark black type or print, multiple copies

of the form were made on offset press at the same time

that professionals were gathering the information necessary

to complete the form for each particular job title. After

final checking of the content, a secretary then typed onto

the final offset form the content developed by the part-time

professionals. Materials assembled from the typist, of

course, needed to be assembled in final form and subsequently

checked once more by a professional before they would be

actually microfilm-camera ready.

The enormity of the operation can perhaps be described

in numerical terms. Our goal is 517 job titles - each

having sixty pages. This means that 31,020 pages need to

23
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be assembled in the precise order in which they would be

photographed. Approximately one-half of these pages are

in some way standardized so that additional information

did not need to be gathered for each career. Even so, the

assembly alone for so many pages is a formidable obstacle.

Following, will be found a sample copy of all the materials

for one occupation.

It should be kept in mind that none of these frames

has been professionally reviewed or subject to field test

experience with students. For the work produced so quickly

in the Spring of 1970 to have a maximum impact, provisions

must be made for the extensive revision of the materials

in the file, and for the development of data which should

also appear in a complete) file. This much is clearly

possible.
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CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
13 FITtilLIGII STREET SOUTII
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK 14614

3254560

The Rochester Career Guidance Micro-Image Project

Frederick Douglass Junior High School

By Carol Kaman - March 20, 1970

"Eavesdropping at Douglass Junior High School"

This is a non-scientific report which mighbbe helpful in

finding out what are the questions that the students are asking

while using the machine.

"How much am I going to make in this job? After all I'm
not going to work for $3,000 bucks a year."

"I'd like to hear from an eirline pilot about his job.
He could really tell me what the job is like."

"What are the best parts of the job - - - the worst.
Do people who work in this field like their jobs?"

"Will I be looked down upon by other workers? Who is
going to look up to me? Will I be ashamed of my work?"

"How many hours a week do I have to work?"

"My father works two jobs and my mother works one. I know
how much it costs to keep a family going. Earnings and
hours - they are what matter to me.

"Where do I do this work? I don't want to be stuck in
some dump."

"How do I find out what courses I need to get the job?"

"What are the job duties - is it an awful lot of work"

"If I go ti-rough all the training, how can I be sure to
get the job."

26
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Eavesdropping at Douglass Junior High School

May 11, 1970

by

Carol Kaman

"The information in the file was better than most kinds

of career information that I have used. Frankly, I'd rather

go to talk to a person who is working on the job. I think

that I would learn more by doing it that way. It would be

much more interesting for me to be able to ack questions

and get answers from someone directly involved in the job.

Machines are too impersonal for me."

"I am from Batavia and we certainly don't have anything

like this nachim out there. It seems like this is a great

way for students to find out about jobs. I looked at several

occupations and found out about earnings and how much

education I would need in order to get the Job. Thanks for

letting ma use the machine." *

"The machine is interesting- .,nd good. It shows students

how to find out about different Jobs. I'm glad that we are

allowed to take copies. I dc like the fact that the informa-

tion seems very up-to-date."

"The machine gives you a chance to read up on jobs and

take your time doing it. Nobody made ne rush to get finished.

When I go to my Guidance Counselor he is always in a rush and

I can't just sit down and find out everything that I'd like

to know."

*Douglass Junior High is having an exchange of students with
Batavia this week.



May 27, 1970

Eavesdropping at Douglass Junior High

by

Carol Kaman

"How can I find a job. I don't want to be a saleslady

and I don't want to be a typist, but I do want to work in a store.

What kind of jobs are available in stores"?

I think it would be very valuable if we had other forms

of indices to be used with the Micro-Image Project. The above

conversation has taken place in many forms here at Douglass.

Often a student will have no idea of the name of the occupation

that he is interested in surveying. The paraprofessionals

should be given some training in job titles and what they

mean.

It would be most helpful to have occupations indexed

by personality traits, by educational requirements, by

location of the job (e.g. these jobs appear in stores, in

the government, in schools, etc.), and I can see where an

index by earning power might be helpful to some. We also

need an index prepared to show relationships between similar

jobs. The addition of variot.s types of indices would he

extremely useful in this Project.

"What kind of a doctor treats ladies and not men."

A student asked this question today. The answer is obvious

to some, but my aide was unaware of the answer. I do think

training for the paraprofessionals should be included in any

future extension of the Project.

28



Evaluation of 3M Microfiche machine in its first day of
operation at Douglass Junior High school.

by

Carol Kaman

Eavesdropping at Douglass - June

"This machine is easier to use than the other microfiche

machine. The handle on the machine is right in front of you,

and you don't have to put your hand up in the air. The

index card is much easier to use. The only thing that I

don't like is pulling out the handle to make a print. It's

easier to just "push a button."

"The new machine makes much better copies. They are

very clear and distinct and they aren't wet."

"The 3M machine is a lot easier to read. The information

is much clearer and can be read very comfortably."

29
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ROW Al
FRAME 2

DIRECTIONS FOR USING THIS FILE

MATERIALS ON THIS OCCUPATION ARE ORGANIZED AS FOLLOWS:

OCCUPATIONAL BR'IEFS._ begins on

EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION__ begins on

OTHER SOURCES OF INFORMATION_ on

ADDITIONAL JOB INFORMATION. begins on

,11111,

E

4

YOU MAY GO TO ONE OF THE PAGES LISTED ABOVE,
OR IF YOU WANT TO GET A BETTER IDEA OF
WHAT INFORP;IATION IS CONTAINED IN THIS FILE,
YOU MAY CONTINUE READING ALONG THIS ROW A ,

ON THE NEXT PAGE YOU WILL FIND A VERY SHORT
JOB DEBCRIP1 ION .

GO TO

34

IM

A

3 10
NEXT PAGE



;sow A
D.-.TA PROCESSING MACHINE C2E2,ATCR

co Jri fiT-11/

SHORT JOB DESCRIPTION

Operate computers or auxiliary data processing mc.chines;
set machine to perform operation desired, feed in
punched cards or tapes, wat,:h for errors, pass info=ation
to next machine in the system. May wire simple plug -
boards,

DESCRIPTION OF WORK ACTIVITIES

BY GENERAL WORK FIELD (DOT)

Work activities in this group involve setting up,
adjusting, and operating data-processing, typesettin,;,
duplicating, and similar business machines. The work
is usually highly specialized and the worker must be
both fast and accurate.

GO ON TO

35

NEXT P.' 3E



===.
ROW A

FRAME 4

OCCUPATIONAL BRIEFS

THESE MATERIALS ARE USUALLY ABOUT FOUR

PAGES LONG AND COVER:

- JOB DUTIES
- WORKING CONDITIONS

EARNINGS AND HOURS

- TRAINING REQUIRED
- FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

ORGANIZATIONS IN THE FIELD
- PLACES TO WRITE FOR MORE

INFORMATION

IF YOU WISH TO

READ A BRIEF, OR
GO TO

B

2

Ilk
3 6

IF YOU WISH TO FIND
OUT WHAT ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION IS IN THIS
FILE, CONTINUE ALONG

THIS ROW
TO T

5
NEXT PAGE



ROW A
FRAME 5

AP

What high school courses will help
prepare a person to work in this field ?

IF YOU WISH TO SEE
SOME RECOMMENDED OR
HIGH SCHOOL COURSES
GO TO

37

IF YOU WISH TO FIND
OUT WHAT ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION IS IN THIS
FILE , CONTINUE
TO

A

6
NEXT PAGE



ROW A

FRAME 6

After high school, what kind of training or
experience will prepare a person to enter this field ?

IF YOU WISH TO SEE
S('ME POSSIBILITIES
YOU MAY
GO TO

C

5

OR

38

TO CONTINUE
GO TO

A

7
NEXT PAGE



ROW A

FRAME 7

During high school, what clubs and
activities may be related to this job ?
What else can be done to explore this
occupational field ?

INFORMATION ABOUT

THESE QUESTIONS IS OR
ON PAGES

and

1
C

39

TO SEE WHAT ADDITIONAL

JOB INFORMATION IS

AVAILABLE IN THIS FILE,

CONTINUE ALONG ROW A

11111

NEXT PAGE



ROW A
FRAME 8

What type of employers usually
hire workers in this occupational
field ?

ANSWERS TO THIS

QUESTION MAY BE OR
FOUND ON PAGE

5

40

YOU MAY

CONTINUE

TO
A

9
/111

illNEXT PAGE



ROW A
FRAME 9

What other jobs are related to
the one you are looking a? now ?

RELATED JOBS

APPEAR ON
E

6

OR

41

YOU MAY

CONTINUE TO

10



ROW A

FRAME 10

11,
What interest patterns are usually
important for workers in this

occupation ?

TO FIND INFORMATION

ABOUT INTERESTS OR

GO TO
,

CONTINUE

ALONG THIS
8 ROW TO_.

--A-

1 1

42



ROW A
FRAME 11

Still more job information is available

job situations to which a worker must adjust

selected information about physical demands,
work conditions , aptitudes , data , people

things

and more

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED

IN THIS MATERIAL LOOK OR
AT RAMES

9
thru

12

43

CONTINUE TO

12
11

NEXT PAGE



ROW A

FRAME 12

OTHER SOURCES OF INFORMATION

If you are interested in seeing the names

of___ books

__magazines and

__audio-visual material

about this occupation

go to

T
2

=111.

otherwise you may wish

to begin exploring by

reading a brief :

GO TO

li
N.M...

B

2.
then move on to educational

information ROW C and

additional job info. ROW E

44



ROW B

FRAME 1

Occupational Briefs

this row start on next page 00
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oocupAT:oNs CaV - "-

NI.Lle titan for
...he min 1.:,,e op:tat...3 are expected
, ();/1' each .r:;.2 the Iate

:;;I's. and tin ough the rear...haler of
the N lost of mese openings

as 0:..-1111ZatiOnS
;) ,,!,r1)\\* its and number,

v":"ine
duplicating, and work con.
dimes to i nount. Or ue.- opcnii.gs for

tirtchine opera:,. prol .ably will
he cleated by the imie uetion of new

Of 0:cc iq;.lip:r.ent.
w1,.rit seed CCU:, 2", cop> hat-, and

offiee work. :id:: athei. openings
5, ill occur biteau,0 of Me aced to re-
place workers who let ire or stop
5',ii for lasims. fang

.;bout salaries in several office ma-
chine operator oceupatiohs. Si: o key-
pina'a and tabulating taaci.i..e. op-
riato s, the averages are ;.Vel. SCpa-
ratc1) for different skill ,,;raups;
oiler: tors in Class A wire gel ierally
expettlenced employees who did com-

paratively difficult
Class 1; and Class C o.,zerazors
Ott more routine ass : ^n L lets is mat
simpler types of eciuipment. av-
erage weekly salaries reporter: by this
sun ey are shown in the accompa.ay-
ing tabulation.

.4!crc.;c 1-c;

Wol,t n

clzichlne. operacors $7a 50
Coral toil.etec operators. L'.1. GO

Dept eating machine operators 76. 60
Key i.tt itch 62i:razors:

CI iss 90, 53 162. I,
Class II 77.00 t10..14,

Tabulathrj machine operators:
Cli.ss .\ 112.50 1°_1.51
Class B 93.50 103.
Ctrl,, C 7O. 00 83. ej

Because. of die noise created by theiroperators ate yoaruir women
few rears machines, operators often work in

of imp:0 \ ;atm ofder to stay at groups in areas v'thich arc apart front
other company offices. In other re-home and care for their
spects, working conditions for officeTile number of office machine co- machine operators usually arc simi-
lar to those of other office workers inrapaely ir,g the remainder of the

CI ICJ o iuCrca.0 Ve;

the same firms. (Sec introductory sec-lt.ltO's and through the I foiOls. In tion to this chapter for additional in-s:1[x. ofiices, however, the number of formation on Working Conditionsworkers needed to operate tabulating, and for Where T. Co for More In-billing, and other types of mac!'
e formation.)may be reduced due to the spreat \

automated recordkeepi:a systems and
further advances in office automa-
tion. Also, advances in interoffice
comtnunication.. devices for transmit -
ting data and electronic computer
teclutoioty should erialle many large
fitais ard governme:... agencies to
centralize Iccordkee,ing functions,
thus reducing the rt l...ments for
office machine opermors in small
branch offices. Nevertheless, any re- Opc ators of several kinds of me-
(;motion in employment is expected to (hank. 1 equipment may ba required
Le limited to a relatively snail num- whene cr an electronic computer is
her of offices and will he more than used tc prepare a payroll or to "pro-
offset by the 110'.' jobs created as the cess" o her data. First, the computer's
volume of paperwork continues to in- "input' must be prepared in a special
crease in business establishments of code the "machine language " which
all kinds. will et able the computer to process

the da athen, the computer console
must I e operated while the work is

Earnings and Worki...g Conditions being done; and, finally, the com-
puter's "output," must be translated
back i ho words and numbers which
can b : read. The procedures em-
ployed in accomplishing this work

ELECTRONIC COMPUTER
OPERATING PERSONNEL

(D.O.T. 213.138, .382, .582, and .588 and
233.387)

Nature of Work

A I f.65-GG Bureau o: Labor Statis-
tics survey, coveria ,: :ins in metro-
politan areas, information

202-C,Y;
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vary from one compa ter system to ay..
other; often they are more involved
and more difficult to learn than the
operation of the equipment itsel:. The
number and kinds of employees
needed also vary for different com-
puter installations. A small system
and some computers arc no bigger
than an office deskmay be operated
entirely by one or two employees. A
large system, on the other hand, us-
ually requires several workers, each of
whom is assigned a specific task.

A computer's input consists of the
data to be processed and the step-by-
step instructions prepared by pro-
gramers which tell the machine how
to do the work. (Informa.ion about
the occupation of Programer is given
elsewhere in the Handbook.) In
many computer systems, the input
consists of punched cards prepared
by key.:unch operators (3.0.T.
213.582) or of paper tapes p.-epared
by riala typists (D.O.T. 213.588) ;
less frequently, input may be prepared
by operators of adding or bookkeeping
machines with special attachments
which perforate tapes. These machine
operators do much the same work as
those who use the same general type
of equipment for other purposes.
(For additional information rn these
occupations, see statements on Typ-
ists, Office Machine Opera .ors, and
Bookktreping Workers in this chap-
ter.)

1.-...>1.



260 OCCUPATIONAL OVIDOON

Compu!er con:o;e and auxUory equipment °perch:1's work in teems.

In sonic comphter systems, punched
cards or paper tupes can be used di-
rectly to iced info:motion into the
central computer. The fastest com-
puter systems, lu,wever, get their in-
put from magretic tapes (narrow
strips of plastic :ape, on hich data
have been reco:ded in the form of
magnetic spots s,r characters). Such
computer systeuts include auxiliary
equipment whici. transfers data from
punched cards c: paper tapes to mag-
netic tape. In st,:ae systems, this work
is done on small cotnputers. Other
inachines, used f.t,r the same purpose,
arc called conerters and arc run
by ear d-to-ta . converter operator'.
(D.0.1'. 213.382). Converter opera-
tors may b.- rccio;:cd to wire a fairly

i):u,;boa.-d, and they must
: Low to in:, I prct signals from a

6.. '..3;hine. They
alto should under-
stai.ding of the whole computer sys-

tem to recognize any errors that may
have occurred in preparing input or
to identify other situations which
could prevent the system from operat-
ing properly.

Once the facts and figures to be
processed have been convected into
the form used by the computer, the
data are ready for the "run"--that
is, for processing in the computer.
Operating the computer is the re-
sponsibility of the eonsoic operator
(D.O.T. 213.382), or computer op-
erator, as he is sometimes called. The
console operator first examines the
programer's instruction sheet for the
run and ascertains the procedure to
be followed. He then readies the
equipment, makes sure the computer
is loaded with th,-; tape or cards
nce, and struts the run. As he op-
er...c. ti.e console during the run, he
may have dozens of switches to ma-
nipulate and lights to observe. If the

. 47

computer stops run:lbw, cc i., li;hts
signal an error, he must to locate
the source of the trouble.

Before a computer's clout can be
read, it must be translated fret.. ma-
chine language to words an: num-
bers. In sonic systems, this is dc,:e by
machines directly conneeiCCI 10 the
computer and run by the con:ole op-
erator or his assistant. In many large
systems, itowever, this work ,lone
on converters, higits"pk:C1 p:hiters,
and other machines run by auxillaty
equipn,tint operators !alit -to -card
converter operators (D.O.T. 213.-
382), high speed printer opercdors
(D.O.T. 213.382), and others. Like
operators of other kinds of r..xiliary
equipment, these operators amy have
to wire plugboarcis and watch for
lights on their machines which signify
errors. Some types of auxiliary ...ittip-
inent are relatively dif:icult to oper-
ate and, when computer systems in-
clude such equipment, operators
sometimes specialize on one 'iind of
machine. any operators, however,
run all kinds of auxiliary equipment
used in a computer systera.

The tape or cards used in process-
ing data on a computer are stored
after the run, and arc often used
again and againas, for example,
in making up a payroll at the end of
every pay period. A tape librarian
(D.O.T. 223.387), or a console op-
erator or auxiliary equipment opera-
tor, may be responsible for storing
tapes and making them available
when they are again needed.

Many electronic computers are op-
erated for as long as 16 to 24 hours
a day. In such cases, they may be op-
erated by two or three differen. s

of workers. Usually all operators work
under the general direction of a chief
supervisor, and employ each
shift work under the , supervi-
ssihoinof the console on that
shift.

Illhate EmpIo.,cd

The number ol console and
iary equipment operators et;.:,i,,: s.d
in mid-1966 is estimated at roughly



RE: OCC. tTIONS

joies ), -.u.t.; person
:.el ere fotittc: en:e..1\

' ;:c1CS .111:1 in

retail busi-
nesses. traitspe,ttati0.: and pohlic

cont-puMes, ' , : mamtfacturing
sir: u., N1,:m op,,rat.,:s arc also ern-

service or-
data for

other .H.--ms on is fee basis.

Tr.1:n:30, end
Advancerr.cm:

NVilen instal ling electronic corn-
titers. employers often fill as many of

;Loh- new operator positions as possi-
ble by transferring erdpioyecs from
other types of jobs, frequently front

absi as operators of the tabulating
and bookkeeping machines which
may no longer be r.eutiecl after the
computer is installed. Ninny computer
operators are also recruited from out-
side the firm.

In hiring °tits:der:, private em-
ployers usm,ily require at least high
school graduation. For positions as
console operator, some college train-
ing; may be preferred. In the Federal
Government, applicams for auxiliary
equipment operator !jobs must be
high scl.r,o1 graduate', ut.iess they,
have had specialized training or
previous experience in some related
work. Console operate,. etnployec-1 by
the Federal Government ere f,:etterally
requirco to have a ohege education
or its evivalent Li week expetience;
or they nit y be able to rualify for ap-
pointment or. the be.sls of previous
experier.ce In computer work and
ger, oral aptitad-e for it, as demon-
strated by special tests. Mary private
employers alsc screen applicmas for
operating positions by giving them
tests designed to .re their apti-
tude for the work, e'pecially their
ablil:y to I-els

11egint,rt. .: for work of this
kind. or trat,, to it front other

osltic.-,:et in the r fit gas. , re cx-
pet :col to have ad s;.rit.: training
as operators. Must c'. ioyers provide
tbe r,cces.lry training aiter :..e vork-

er is hired. The training 0: an:-.ilimy
equipment operators ni.ty recptine it

few weeks, that of console opumtors
somewhat longer. Conn):,: ,,:era tors

attend classes wince they learn
now to mount tapes and uptu-e,,, the
console and become sufficiently fa-
miliar with the equipment shay are
using to be able to trace the reasons
for mechanical failures. This It-nit-ling-
is supplemented by further instruc-
tion on the job.

As they gain experience, eye:th-1g
personnel may be assigned to operate
more complex pieces of equipment.
Eventually they may be promoted to
supervisory positions or jobs which
combine some supervisory duties with
console operation. Console operators
may acquire, through on-the-job ex-
perience., an understanding o: pro -
graming which, with additional train-
ing, may enable them to qualify for
stork as programers.

Employment Outlook

A growing and increasingly com-
plex economy is expected to cause the
use of electronic data processing
equipment to -continue to increase
very rapidly throughout the late
1960's and the 1970's. Computers arc
being put to new uses almost
and, as the tasks they perform become
even more varied, many more busi-
ness firms will be utilizing them. Al-
though the size of the staff required to
operate a computer installation may
be reduced somewhat as new types of
equipment are developed, the total
number of computer and auxiliary
equipment operators is expected to
increase very rapidly, nevertheless.

Thousands of operators will be
nee, d to fill new jobs, both in firms
with their own computer installations
and in service centers which rent
computer time to businessmen. Many
operators will also be needed to re-
place operators of comp::. r systems
who let to other kinds of work or
stop 011::11g. As in the past, em-
ployers will fill p-%:i:0;15 ley

training people already in their cm-

48

;Troy, but intuly others will be
hiring outsiders.

The equipment changes the
expected in compute:5 may pro-
duce changes in job requirements fu:
console and auxiliary equipment oper-
ators. Because of advances In tech-
nology, much of the equipment ill tt.,c
today is far less to 0:>..'r:to,..:

than the first computers of the
1950's; and future changes may brie
further simplification. As a conse-
quence, neveonters to this field may
find it easier than have applicants in
the past to qualify for the openings
available, but competition for those
jobs that become available is likely to
become correspondingly greater.

Earnings and Workir,j Condirions

Information about the salaries of
computer operating personnel in over
2,000 companies throughout the
country is available from a private
survey conducted in 1965. 'The aver-
age salary for beginning console oper-
ators was $101 a week. Experienced
console operators averaged up to $180
a week. The salaries of auxiliary
equipment operators working with
high -speed printers average $127 and
tape librarians averaged $113 a week.
The difference between the salary of
the lowest and highest paid employees
in each of the job classifications sur-
veyed was much greater than these
figures suggest, however. For example,
the highest salary reported for a
skilled console operator was $267 a
weekabout three times the lowest
salary reported for a comparable job.
IN fatly differences of this kind were
due to differences in salary levels in
various parts of the country and in in-
dividual companies and industries; to
some extent, they were also due to dif-
ferences in the complexity of the work
performed by operators with tbe s-;-e
job titles.

Salaries of computer personnel in
the I col r.L Government are toughly

those in privalo
1967, beginrin: co:

.4 started at about $ler.)
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. The I liaximuiss
pnid ;,, e... consol e. op-

emsors in Ciovernment
ts... :lout $ syeek ($,10,045 a

a ie.,. ssi;,.. pOSitiOilS

111,1y :1:,01,1. $276 a \veek
. after several

years
e,:uipment sverasois earned up to
about $::33 v..eck ,.' $3,915 a year)
after sever...I ye...s eNporience.

()per..,ors a electronic computer
systems ge....crally wo-ait Ilse saute num-
ber c)f weekly aos,rs aad are allowed
the sante 11°1:clays, vacations, and
other ber.e;::s csnice eial-
plc,yees. Since cs...nputers arc
c tad on a two- or three-shift basis,

hours .or seise console and
auxiliary equipmeiss operators in-

clude Lac evcair.g ,::oh. Tape
librarians usually no.. only when ciny
sltiits are on duty. t c Introduction
to this chapter for infor-
mation oil Working Cora-li, ions.)

";:hcre To Go for la7crracrilon

In:ors-nation on care as in elec-
tronic data processing nay bc ob-
tained from:

Data Procesdr: M isr:isent Asso-
cia'Ion, 52-1 Beat iicatway, Par!:
Ridse, lit. 600C.S'..

A bibliography which includes ma-
terials giving informatior, about com-
puter operating personnel may be ob-
tained from:

Association for Comps:tin;
chinery, 211 East 41d St.,
York, N.Y. 10017.

Tr.;f4c operoior Isond:ts Ions
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OCCUPATIONAL OUTL-00::

235.s;csi)

Ma-
Ncy.-

Nature F V.ro

Although millions o I telei.shone
calls are dialed each day witito.s.n the
assistance of a telephone operator,
practically every tekiplIcac use,. some-
times makes a maul tat moot be
completed without the operator's
help. Often the call is a icing diss
one on which the operanor is
to reverse charges, locate a liar-tic-
ular individual, or provide ir.f..trina-
tion about the cost of the call. Fre-
quently, the caller needs help because
he does not have the correct tel...?hone
number. Or, the operator's services
may be needed to call the police in an
einorcency, assist a blind person who
is unable to dial for himself, or ar-
range a conference telephone call
which will enable business executives
in several different locations to con-
fer by telephone.

These and many other services are
provided by two groups of telephone
operatorsthose who work at the
switchboards in central onices of tele-
phone companies; and operators or
attendants who work at p.ivatc
branch exchange (PBX) switch-
boards in other typos of enterprises.
Usually, workers in both groups oper-
ate their equipment by inserting and
removing plugs attached to cords, by
manipulating keys and dials, and by
listening and speaking into their head-
sets. Some switchboards arc of the
keyboard type and are operated by
pushbuttons and dials.

Central eTe *;' ..,IS are usisa4
contacted only whet callers need as-
sistance. Because assistance is most
frequently sought for long distance
calls, most central office operators arc
long distance operators. They obtain
front each caller the i .flrmation
needed to complete the call, make the
necessary connections with the
being called, and record the detai:s of
each call for billing purr ) ny

information ";. ...35.-

C-a) also wa ne com-
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FRAME 1

Educational nformation about this Job

see frames
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YOU WI L._ ::I ND EDUCATIONAL INFORMATI
ABOUT 'IV'S OCCUPATION ON TH: FOLLOWING
PAGES:

General High School Program
3

Specific Courses in High School ----- - -

Routes to the Job - -

C

5

C

4

C
Clubs and Activities

6

C
Other Things to Do - -

7

D
College Admission Programs - - . .....

ducation After High School .....

Sample Programs After High School

C
BEGIN EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION

3
NEXT PAGE

D

5

3

D

6
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PWFRAm:_e. 4
DATA - PROCESSING MACHTIV"UFZITOR

EDUCATION, MGR SatoOL

sigce. YOU C.Ag TAKE A
VARIETY OF couctsEs IN
441614 scNOoL TO PREPARE
You FcR 1NI5 OccUPArsoN)
You MAY wiso TO a.issout
SOME OF THE SPEUVIG
RECOMMENDATIONS WNICH

=USuALLY REQUIRED TO GRADUATE

RECommENDED FOR STUDENTS
PREPARING TO ENTER Tests Jog

El = ADDITIONAL Recommespomoms

GENERAL. sower AREAS "ITS. 4YEMs) .rjel'Amikis AND SOME
1141B141111 anciFic PosstBiLirtES

CMIMMEMMEMEMEMM--

Vi EtALIS14EMEMEI
al SOCIAL. SCUPIES.NEEcri

sciENci._ Phys
Biology, Chemistry,

MAN Z=9Migl_10-ign;lu)rt.:;.
Geometry, Trig.
Math

1-ANGUARE

BUSINESS 11111111111 I I- (Typing, Office Practice

1.3 ART

atOUCPATIOVAt_l_11111111111 I
Data Processing

1

Imni,1

musicr I

Horne ecoeionos

et INDUSTRIAL ARTS

1111
1 1 1 1

Electricity

PRIst CAL EDUCATION AND gEALTH D. AR tisuAtk/ ReCiumeD.

PREPARING FoR AN OtC4VATto9J IS
ONLY ONE 1H(HE) TO 114iNt: About IN
PLANNtNCNoR NIGH SOON. PRo6RAfft.
YOU MAY WISH To ttpLoRa A VARIETY
OF FIELDS OR PER MPs lEVEL0P A
PERSONA. SKILL. OR TALENT'.

53

TO c.oNrit.we.
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DI,TAPROCESSING ;ACHING OPE,.70R

(JOB TITLE)

HOW DOES A PERSON GET THIS JOB?

THERE :S USUALLY MORE THAN ONE WAY. SOME. POSSIBILITIES ARE
CHECKED BELOW.

SCHOOL,
HIGH

IvocA- 12/
.7IONAL /

r 1(STUDIES

-t' ..

A \\ (77.GENERAL /I \;.%

/' '''.4 PROGRAMv,,,t

V
COLLEGE 0
REPARATION/

VOCATIONAL
0 SCHOOL

siews arm.,

TO LCSX AT EDUCATIONAL
POSSI:-.:LITIES AFTER
HIGH SCHOOL, GO TO V

5

rt A??RENIICESH1111

) 7TECHNIEA7.1.
`"Ii .2...i TRAINING"'

/ J

E. 2 YR I riQ
COLLEGE -----_---4::;.:_j

I'?

S9YR11GEL--' (/)

SCHOOL E:LI JOB
GRADUATE ON THE

TRAINING

r---EIOTHER JOBS 1
MMEMINIM. MM... -1 Umw.o. 111101

54

OR 'CONSIDER CLUBS AND
ACTIVITIES YOU CAN
PARTICIPATE IN
DURING HIGH SCHOOL.

GO TO C
6
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FRAM; 0

DAT.,-PROCESSING MACHfNE OPERATOR

(JOB TITLE)

EXTRA CURRICULAR CLU3S E ACTIVITIES

You may w,T.nt to join some of the activities below. There are
many mc:c possibilities. You could start your own activity.

Band
Orchestra
Chorus
Entertainment

AR;, INTERT.0R DESIGN

Fhoography
Publications
Architects

0 SOCIAL STUDIES
Political Science
Urban Problems

HO ;.13 EC.

Sewing
Coolzing
Family Life

Ea( s7iavicE
14udio-visual
School Guides
Conservation

ED FUTURE
Teachers
Health Careers
Farmers

0 LIBRARY

0 SCIENCE
Geology
Astronomy
Biology
Physics
Chemistry
Aerospace
Horticulture

CJ RECREATION
Chess
Bridge
SRiing

2(OCC. ED. AND
INDUSTRIAL ARTS
Printing
Automobile
Metal

veflectricity
Wood
Drafting
Flying
Plastics

ED LANGUAGE
Ancient
Modern

55

CONT:UE TO

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Individual Sports
Team Sports
Cheerleaders
Dance

BUSINESS
%/Data Processing
Retail

ENGLISH
Newspaper
Journalise
Yearbook
Crea,:ive Writing
Dramatics. Stage
Debating
Public Speaking
Literature

E3 STUDENT GOVERNMENT
Class-Offt.cers
Representatives
Specinl Events

*TH
v/Conputer
Engineering

NEXT PAGE



ROW C

FRAME 7
YOU MAY WANT TO KNOW MORE ABOUT A JOB
YOU LIKE BY DOING SOME OF THESE THINGS,
THERE ARE MANY MORE,

TALK TO: . Neighbors, friends and relatives who know
about the job or work in it.

...A!1\t
. Guidance counselors and teachers who have
materials about job fields.

. Important officials in business, union end
professional organizations.

47..

C"\''' CtO 40T
GO TO: . Offices and plants where the work actually

goes on.

94-3 ta: . Public talks by people experienced in this
field.

LOOK AT: . Career briefs, the Occupational Outlook
Handbook at the school or local library.
Then WRITE for information.

Programs from school catalogs and booklets
by special training schools, businesses,
professional and labor organizations.

Current magazine articles, bulletin boards,
TV programs about careers.

Journals nublished by trade and professional
organizations.

TRY THESE: . Related part time or summer jobs.

. You can volunteer to help a worker in almost
any field.

THIS IS THE LAST PAGE OF EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION. TO CONTINUE
EXPLORING, GO TO

Other sources
of information

D
Employment

or information

56
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D.'TA PROCESSING MAC;IINE 021::_TOR

CJOB TITLE)

IN ORDER TO GET A BETTER OF WHAT THIS INTEREST ..... -J S,
:GO.: AT THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES AND EX4*:PLES.

INTEREST AREA 3 ROUT:NE AND ORGANIZED

In:crested in doing a job w:ich is organized and routir.a
ane deals With specific p-...od-J.cts or goods. Likes a job
he- :e there are definite rules and othods to follow
an where the job is all sat up in ad%,ance. Does such
activities as routine chec::1-:.g and recording, operating
automatic machines, or simple sorting, inspecting.

SAMPL Jt-J-WORKER SITUATIONS

ecd sheets of paper into a copying machine.
. Checks out customers' purt.:hases at a grocery store.
. Drives bus along established :cute.
. Gives manicures in a beauty shop.
. Addresses envelopes and puts on stamps.

EVER7DAY EXPERIENCES

. Checks clubs' list for accuracy,

. Takes minutes at group meetings.

. Sots tables for club parties.

. Puts together jig-saw puzzles.

. Addresses envelopes announcing club meetings.

TO CONTINUE, GO TO

57



ATA PROCESSING

11:1L:y havo. exa.z.plos of
th jiA.c-Iscst They car, y.y,1

you nzwo t4is so

:TEEST t; ;;oaK13 ALOH

uto :achanic'z -nalpar
ant=obilc: or twol.

-;:or: a_ :;:...danzrfa acsietnt
',;icturas in a darroon

Dpinf.; c.:,uction or a=avation
an:1 waxing oars

or flowar3

-1.tsn anginas and L:otors

ro o-Frator
or StOCk

and printing pic,..ass

bicycla

Carin; 2or
toolz clean

and grcunding a TV antenna

Canins; v..:]atabL.:s and fruit

2,ry cla_rnng o;n1. clot1'.o:3

ants on TV act
11.-ash

TO CONTINUE. GO TO
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:abarc.,.tory '2ac:nidian

Uz.r
Sawin ::chine CIparator
C3ol:

Liz:ctrician

Cal..1;antar

Lntc'nar

Ax,linnaa 7;apair=n
21-acinoc.; Yachina Co:
Trucl: D.2ivr
aano

Tachnicinn

AC2*Y.'11MS
'2a:;.ing a driva:' ea.::att.=

C:;crating a plsintin,,; to
out tIlc school papcl.

Til:Linc; a courso in cicc'Lric

wf.:27:11:

in tho zchool lab
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p'ooto;31-:*Ily club
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:ATA PROCESSING

Cj&ai 7171-7;

usually oli7o-2 acl;IviZios b3causc
111,.:.5 or ...1zolo5ts t.Lay of C

i.zto.res%; joy. 11; you
you 1VC Zhis sao s.

.:ST Az.);

in 5 E4 100 :.oro
COD:.

.dra eanyclopzlz:

ocary Ltore cc:
ta'a,lea

lists for accuracy
aL racords
tdblos for club pal.tic3

aanounco:,:cnts

cling acco.r,:ing to ai::c
and 20.: charitable orgeniz.ation

1P2aYE1,7Cr,

v,:;:.;tabics c:nd. fx-uit

Zatu'n:,;

Sorti.-. laundry

Lusin.::az c2crator

72i1c: Clerlc

Schboard Cf,crator
=chine oporator
Driver

ACIVI= An
1,2oo2:aadiug a co2y for ucnool

CourcoLl Irith a p-rac*aioa:

e.g., co2ci;a1,
blaavrint raacling,

olccoplating
Conducting routine te;:ta i:. a

laboratory

totcr a
Zooping scorez, bridgc, bazoball,
etc.

THIS THE LAST PAGE OF MATERIAL ON INTERESTS,
LOOK I:: IJRKER GO TO

59
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FRAME 1

Other Sources of information
about this Job

* Books

* Magazines

* AV Materials
I I,

see Next page

60
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ROW ll

FRAME 2

Data-Processing Machine Operators

(JOB TITLE)

ADDITIONAL SOURCES OF INFORMATION

CAREER FICTION (STORIES ABOUT WORKING AT THIS JOB.)

(See your librarian.)

CAREER BIOGRAPHY (LIFE STORIES OF REAL PROPL. WHO HAVE
WWKED IN THIS OCCUPATION.)

(See your librarian.)

NA(2,A7INES (PERIODICALS)

C,)lnuters and Automation
Lta Processing Digest

iness Automation
DzyLaation

OTHER PRINIED MATERIALS

Carroll, John M. Careers and Opportunities in Computer Science.

Dutton, 1967.
Fiscner, George. Your Career in Computers. Meredith, 1963. $4.19.

Halacy, D. S. Computers: Tne racFiles We Think With. Concord.

Parkoill, Douglas F. Challenge of the Computer Utility. Addison-

Jesley, 1966.

TO CONTINUE ADDITIONAL SOURCES OF INFORMATION,
GO TO

61



ROW D

FRAME. 3
EDUCATION, High School

PROGRAMS RECOMMENDED FOR COLLEGE ADMISSION

If you are interested in preparing to attend college, consider
the following:

Most college catalogs state the admission requirements in

"minimum and recommended" terms. A basic college preparatory

program and a preferred program are outlined below. You may

vary the programs to meet your individual needs.

A Basic Program A Preferred Program

English 4 units English 4 units
(years) (years)

Social Studies ... 3 units Social Studies 3-4 units

Mathematics 2-3 units Mathematics 4 units

Science 2-3 units Science 3-4 units

Foreign Language*. 2-3 units Foreign Language . 3-4 units
of same language

Other Electives .. 3-4 units Other Electives 1-3 units

Total 18-19 units Total 19-21 units

Many colleges require at least 2 units in a foreign

language for admission to a Uiberal Arts program but not for

other programs, such as engineering. Most colleges recommend

the study of one foreign language in high school for at least

two years, preferably three or four years.

TO CONTINIVe. wiTi4

EDUCATIONAL tNFORMATIONI

ao ro
62



FRAXE 5

DA':A PROCESSING MACHINE OPERK:OR

cJOB TITLE)

EDUCATION, After High School

There are more than 2500 schools and colleges in the UnIzod
State.s. Some of.them offer training in this career field.
7:ley diZfer both in types of programs and in the number of years
required for successful completion. The most appropriate level
of education for this occupation is checked below.

D, 1 year or less
--/Li 2 year schools and colleges (some with 1 year programs)

0 4 year colleges

4 year college plus graduate professional school

Listed below are some schools in New York State which prepare
people in this field:

ONaNDAGA COMMUNITY COLLEGE

BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE

AUBURN COMMUNITY COLLEGE

MONROE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

AGRICULTURAL AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE AT ALFRED

AGRICULTURAL AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE AT CANTON

AGRICULTURAL AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE AT DELHI

A SAM.:'Ll:: PROGRAM

IS SX:',WN ON
6

OR

63

YOU MAY .:ONTINUE

EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION

..-.LUBS AND ACTIVITIES)

ON C

6



FRAAE 6
DATA-PROCESSING MACHINE OPERATOR

(JOB TITLE-)

EDUCATION, AFTER HIGH SCHOOL

FOLLOWING IS A SAMPLE PROGRAM FROM A SCHOOL WHICH PREPARES PEOPLE
FOR T;i:S OCCUPATION,

DATA PROCESSI::GA.A.S. Degree

.-.ST SEMESTER
Cl. Lab. Cr.

THIRD SEMESTER
Cl. Lab. Cr.

ENG 103 SOS 201
Communication Skins I... 3 3 Survey of Social Science I, 3

MAT 103 MAT 203
Data Processing Statistics 3

Mathematics 1 3 3 DAP 201

DAP 101 (Computer Programming 1 . 2

Fundamentals of DAP 203
Data Processing

DAP 103

3 3 4 ,Systems Development
and Design 2

Unit Record Equipment ... 2 3 3 'ACC 202
Accounting IV, Cost 4

ACC 101
Accounting I 4 3

PE 101 PE 201

Physical Education I 2 1 Physical Education III. ..
15 8 17 14

FOURTH SEMESTER
CL Lab. Cr.,

SOS 102
Survey of Social Scie.ice II 3 3

ENG 220
Business Communications 3 3

DAP 202
Computer Programming It 2 6 4

DAP 204
Advanced Computing and
Programming Systems 3

DAP 206
Data Processing
Supervision 2 2

DAP 211
Field Project in
Data Processing 1 3 2

PE 202
Physical Education N 2

13 14 18

SECONDSEW:ESYZR

ENG 104
3 Communication Skills

3

6 4

3 3

3

2

11

CI. Lab. Cr.

If... 3
MAT 110
Data Processing
Mathematics 11 3

DAP 102
Introduction to
Programming 2 2

DAP 104
Data Processing
Applications 2

ACC 102
Accounting 11 4

SCIENCE ELECTIVE
SCI 101 or SC1 102 2 2 31'

IPE 102
1 Physical Education II 2 1!

17 16 9 19!

3 3)

3

CONTINUE TO
6
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TO CT A 21-!...2R 3: nAT YYT2R:S%.'

AT -.1=3LLOWIN

NEST AREA ALW:E

in work that 1;:.; dono alone. Othor
may bo around 7.-,uz W6::1;C:7 US's:5

H.-.o'.:Iodg.c, and abili'Lios za (la zho jc.. Tho wor.:
ostablishod rulos -mathods zo do such

a?arza, drivo, or control :::achinos; repairs,
LnsZalls ccuipmont or procassos matorials.

C. SY72ATIONS

u? a :ac that .forms and -2.olcis envoloos.
cionturos -.:m?rossion ta:c.on pationtsr

?ans hides to make saddlos and othor loathor.goo'ds.
7,-)o-rats Ocuip.rlont to dry-clean clothing.
::stalls ane.: ropai';.'s

EXP:RlaNCF,S

vadio o?orator.
of voluntool. firo dolpartmcnt.

2.3volops pictures in a
F:tri7s and 1-oliIishos c 1:urnituro in anzicup szylo.
-2r.nos ::.otor and ma%.as repairs on

midget or stock
:::.eloares and cco1 ooc or get-togethers.

TO CONTINUE, GO TO
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FRAME

DATA-PROCESSING MACHINE OPERATOR

(JOB TITLE)

CHARACTERISTIC 12 - SET STANDARDS

Likes and gets along in situations involving:

Attention to every detail.
Following formulas and specifications exactly.
Sticking strictly to rules and methods.
Making something come out exactly right.

SAMPLE ,-WORKER SITUATIONS

The Electrician strictly keeping electrical codes.
The allet Dancer's precision control of timing
and pattern of dance movements.
The Machinist painstakingly finishing parts when a
mistake of one ten-thousandth of an inch would ruin
the part.
The Pharmacist mixing ingredients by exact formula.

SAMPLE EVERYDAY EXPERIENCES

Tiles floor following pattern.
Repairs TV set according to manuals.
Fits or alters own or friends' dresses.
Types letters that are free of errors.
Builds boat models to scale.

TO CONTINUE, GO TO

10
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FRAME 10

DATA-PROCESSING MACHINE OPERATOR

(JOB TITLE)

CHARACTERISTIC 2 - ROUTINE AND REPETITIVE

Likes and gets along in situations involving:

Activities done in a set order and according to set rules.
Activities that last only a short time and that are
repeated over and over again.
Doing the same job all the time without interruption.
Doing one thing at a time.
Doing easy, uncomplicated jobs.

SAMPLE JOB-WORKER SITUATIONS

The Assembly Line Worker performing over and over
again the same assemaTof instrument parts.

' The Model posing for pictures taken by a Commercial
Photbii.iiber to be used for advertising purposes.

' The Coin Vending Machine Collector driving a truck
over an established route to collect coins and refill
machines.
The Information Operator answering questions and
using directories.

' The Bus Driver transporting passengers over definite
routes according to time schedules.

SAMPLE EVERYDAY EXPERIENCES

Pre4ses clothes.
Waxes floors.
Addresses envelopes announcing community function.
Ushers at school plays.
Completes numbered painting kits.

TO CONTINUE, GO TO

D

11
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FRAME 11
DATA-PROCESSING MACHINE OPEUTOR

(JOB TITLE)

Every worker must handle a variety of situations in a job. Listed below
are some sample activities that might appeal to a person with this character-

istic.

CHARACTERISTIC 12 - SET STANDARDS

WORK EXPERIENCE
TWITst
Stenographer
Retail receiving 'Jerk dry
cleaning store
Sales clerk
Cashier
Proofreader

CLUBS AND ORGANUATIONS
Counts ballots ana-Trepares
official reports of organization's
election results
Holds position of club treasurer
Enjoys checking club membership list

for accuracy
Recording secretary for club taking
exact minutes of meetings

LEISURE ACTIVITIES
Sews and fits dresses for friends
Builds garage according to blueprint
Follows instructions when knitting

HOME AND FAMILY EXPERIENCES
etas up an eeps fammiTybudget
Fixes TV set according to manual
Measures and lays tiles according to

pattern
Decorates home according to plan
Pays close attenton to timing in
cooking to get bet results

HOBBIES
Makes model airplanes or boats
according to scale plans
Embroiders printed patterns
on tablecoths
Sews clotiles according to pattern
Uses exact settinqR o- camera
to take pictures

JOB PREFERENCES
TY1517450317iThames and street
addresses without error
SEWING MACHINE 6PERATOE-Precisely
guidipi material being siia-to
produce neat, even seams
RUG EPAIRMAN-Reweaving damaged
areas of costly oriental rugs,
exactly duplicating original
design
COOK-Exercising strict adherence
to establisned recipes

SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AND INTERESTS
Operates duplicating macn ne
for school newspaper
Carries out precise experiments
in school laboratory
Wins medal for being most
accurate typist
Elects to take biology and chemistry
courses
Joins math club

TO CONTINUE, GO TO

68
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FRAME 12

DATP.- PROCESSING MACHINE OPERATOR

(JOB TITLE)

Every worker must handle a variety of situations in a job. Listed below
are some sample activities that might appeal to a person with this character-
istic.

CHARACTERISTIC 2 - ROUTINE AND REPETITIVE

WORK EXPERIENCE
WiTelt'sfiTer
Delivers newspapers
Mows lawns
Washes cars
Runs errands
Selling popcorn
Usher
Bucket boy on a golf course

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
satisfacfr6FTh

activities such as: addressing
envelopes and cards to notify
members of a meeting, etc.,
collecting tickets at a club or
organization function, distributing
material at meetings, keeping
attendance records

HOME AND FAMILY EXPERIENCES
Finds satliValTifg715f5T
such things as: washing clothes,
washing dishes, pressing clothes,
waxing floors, mending socks.

JOB PI FERENCLS
ZURR:Wo pends the entire time
operating an addin9 Mii.Eine to
add end subtract colTnniTif
figures
SHEET SEWER-Sewing_hems of sheets
all day
STENOGRAPHER-Taking straight
dictation only
PRESS-MATOR-Whose job consists
only of observing a machine turang
out thousands of uniform items
DUPLICATING MACHINE OPEkATOR-
Reproduces handwritten matter,
using duplicating machine.

GAMES
EMI to play: handball, Ping Pony,
tennis.

THIS IS THE LAST PAGE OF MATERIAL ON WORKER CHARACTERISTICS. LOOK AT WORKING

CONDITIONS AND PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES.

GO TO

69
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ROW I
FRAME 1

ADOITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT

THIS JOB

* Related Jobs
* Job Interests (DOT)
*Workers Characteristics (DOT)

Sources of Jobs (SIS)
And More

Start at
4
E and continue thru

70



ROW

FRAME 2

DATA-PROCESSING MACHINE OPERATORS

(JOB TITLE)

ADDITIONAL SOURCES OF INFORMATION

CONTINUED

AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS

Audio Tape
Your Future in Data Processing
R5706=TTE7Guiaance Associates
(Junior and Senior High School)

GAMES, PROBLEM-SOLVING KITS, ETC.

(See your librarian.)

THIS IS THE LAST PAGE OF ADDITIONAL SOURCES OF INFORMATION.
TO CONTINUE EXPLORING, GO TO

E

ADJ1TiONAL JOB
INFORMATION

4

71
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FRAME 4

e
YOU WILL FIND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
ABOUT THIS OCCUPATION ON THE FOLLOWING
PAGES:

E
Sources of Employment

5

E
Related Jobs

6

E
Job Lattices - - - - -

7

E
Interests - _

E
Worker Characteristics - -

9

E
Physical Activities and . - -
Working Conditions 10

Future Opportunities - -

Your Personal Checklist

BEGIN ADDITIONAL INFORMATION-ON

72

E

5

E

11

E
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ROW E
FRAME 5

DATA-PROCESSING MACHINE OPERATOR

( 08 Tat..E)

SOURCES OF EMPLOYMENT

IT tS OFTEN IMPORTANT TO t(Nog) Wi-te.RE. A PARTIOXAR KIND OF WORK, ts
DOME. ANY SKtU- MAY 6E USED (SY P WADE vARIETN OF emPi_oyEgs.
7141S PAGE S440.415 WAERE mosT WORKERS 114 11415 rieLD ARE EMPLOYED

CZ( GOVERNMENT Government agencies.

0

-07:---71 Aromet,TuRe

NIONI

SERVICES

%Qt. 12( 'TRADE.

cogsTRUCTION

Data processing centers.

Large retell stores.

FINANCE S INSURANCE

IMPASPORTATION
PUBLIC 0-1ES

1111 fZ( MANUFACTURIN6

SELF - EMPLOYED

73

Insurance companies; banks.

Public utilities.

All kinds of manufacturing
firms.

1-0 CONTINQE.

NEXT *a



ROW E

FRAME 6

LIKE PEOPLE. JOBS MAY BE GROUPED INTO
FAMILIES AND MAY BE RELATED TO EACH
OTHER IN A VARIETY OF WAYS, YOU MIGHT
BECOME INTERESTED IN MANY OTHER JOBS,

k_
JOB TITLE

CLOSELY RELATED JOBS

12)
OTHER RELATED JOBS

CLERICAL WORK

252 - Typist

261 - Teletype Operator

PHOTOGRAPHY AND
COMMUNICATIONS

279 - Motion Picture
Projectionist

74

443 - Computer Peripheral
Equipment Operator

276 - Key Punch Operator

523 - Linotype Operator

CONTINUE TO



ROW

FRAME 7 DATA-PROCESSING MACHINE OPERATOR

(JOB TITLE)

SOME WAYS OF MOVING INTO
AND BEYOND THIS JOB

Supervisory
positions

Department Heads

Routine machine job

Clerical work

)Specialized s,:hools

at employer's expense

DATA-
PROCESSING MACHINE

OPERATOR

ADDITIONAL
TRAINING

ADDITIONAL
TRAINING

few
training)

few days to several weeks
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TO CONTINUE
GO TO:

E
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ROW E

FRAME 8

INTERESTS

DATA-PROCESSING MACHINE OPERATOR

(JOB TITLE)

A WORKER IN THIS JOB GENERALLY LIKES TO DO THE THINGS THAT ARE
CHECKED BELOW:

Likes working with vs.
o sects or things such as
machines, tools, or numbers.
(THINGS AND OBJECTS)

Likes performing vs.
activities that involve
business contact with
people. (BUSINESS CONTACT)

F-71 Likes performing vs.
activities that are set
up and planned; that are
clear and easy to follow.
(ROUTINE AND ORGANIZED)

ElLikes working with vs.
people and helping them
for their own good.
(HELPING PEOPLE)

ElLikes performing vs.
activities that make him
important, and make other
people respect him.
(FEELING IMPORTANT)

FOR MORE INFORMATION
ABOUT THE CHECKED
INTERESTS. GO TO

r--1 Likes working with people
and communicating and exchang-
ing ideas. (PEOPLE AND IDEAS)

F--1 Likes performing
activities that are scientific
or use practical knowledge.
(SCIENTIFIC ANA" PRACTICAL)

r--1 Likes performing
activities that use the mind
to think of new ways of doing
things. (CREATIVE)

ErLikes doing a job with-
out the help of others; using
machines, special work skills.
(WORKING ALONE)

1---1 Likes making a product
where he can see the results
of his work.
(PRODUCTIVE SATISFACTION)

/ 8

OR IF YOU WISH TO
LOOK AT WORKER
CHARACTERISTICS, GO TO
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ROW

FRAME 9

MIA-PROCESSING MACHINE OPERATOR

JOB TITLE)

WORKER CHARACTERISTICS

EVERY JOB HAS DIFFERENT SITUATIONS THAT A WORKER MUST HANDLE.
THE MOST IMPORTANT SITUATIONS FOR THIS OCCUPATION ARE CHECKED,

F-1 Doing a job with many different tasks. These may change
often or several things may be going on at the same time.

Doing a job where the duties are always the same, always
appen in the same order and are done only one at a time.

riTaking orders from other people. The worker will have
very little chance to make decisions for himself.

7 Planning, directing and controlling a whole job. Leading
other people by giving instructions and orders.

ElWorking and cooperating with people in order to do the
job. Meeting people and gaining their confidence.

a

aPersuading and convincing people to a point of view
t ideas or things.

nWorking under pressure. Remaining calm in emergencies,
or unusual or dangerous situations.

riMaking choices from several alternatives based on
personal knowledge and direct experience.

riMaking up his own mind about information according to
set rules. Will have to run tests to make sure he is right.

oesnPUsing his own ideas rather than the ideas of other people.
't mind being different.

grFollowing instructions correctly and exactly. Strict
attention must be paid to details; little room for error.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
ABOUT THESE
CHARACTERISTICS. GO TO

OR LOOK AT PHYSICAL
ACTIVITIES AND
WORKING CONDITIONS, GO TO
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ROW E

FRAME 10

DATA-PROCESSING MACHINE OPERATOR
(JOB TITLE)

UNDER WHAT MNUSUAL CONDITIONS DO
PEOPLE WORK? (,,Look at boxes that

are checked)

Inside

D Outside

ID Inside and outside

0 Cold; sudden temperature changes

O Hot; sudden temperature changes

El Very wet or very humid

Very noisy or much vibration

0 Hazards (examples: mechanical,
electrical, ex:-1.)sives,
radiation, expc.ire to burns

El Fumes, odors, dust, poor
ventilation, poisonous
conditions

WHAT SPECIAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES
ARE NEEDED? (Look at boxes that

are checked)

17( Strength (lift, push, pull)

;Very light
Light
Medium
Heavy
Very heavy

D Climbing, balancing

Stoop, kneel, crouch, crawlJ Reach, handle, feel, (arms, hands)

0 Talking, hearing

El Seeing (inclndes color vision,
depth perception)

E
CONTINUE TO

11
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ROW E

FRAME 11

DATA-PROCESSING MACHINE _OPERATOR
(JOB TITLE)

WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OF YOUR GETTING THIS JOB?

QUALIFIED WORKERS MEET, NEED FOR QUALIFIED WORKERS IS:

r--] Much Competition Great

17( Average Competition Moderate

ri Little Competition Little

Decreasing

THE GREATEST NUMBER OF PEOPLE IN THIS JOB ARE EMPLOYED:

ALASKA

t==?

GO ON TO NEXT PAGE a
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I ROW 7-1
FRAME 12

TH!S IS THE LAST PAGE

THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS MAY HELP YOU TO REMEMBER WHAT HAS GONE
BEFORE, AT THE END OF EA H QUESTION YOU WELL FIND THE FRAME
WHICH COVERS THAT TOPIC,

What are the different ways possible to train
for jobs? (C-3) (C-4) (C-5)

Where can you go to read about or hear about
jobs in which you are interested? (D-1) (C-7)

What are the different kinds of interests
found in jobs? (E-8)

What are the different worker characteristics
important in jobs? (E-9)

What are the different kinds of employers? (E-5)

What kinds of physical demands or working
conditions axe found in jobs? (E-10)

What ace the opportunities for employment? (E-11)

YOU NOW KNOW SOMETHING ABOUT JOBS AND JOB SELECTION. BUT YOU
HAVE MORE ABILITIES AND INTERESTS THAN ANY GROUP OF JOBS CAN SHOW,
SO THINK THESE THROUGH:

What might be the differences from worker to
worker holding the same job?

, Whet might be the differences from employer
to employer when the job title is the same?

AS YOU THINK ABOUT THESE THINGS. YOU MAY FIND IT HELPFUL TO
CONSULT WITH YCUR GUIDANCE COUNSELOR,
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ROCHESTER CAREER GUIDANCE PROJECT

(Overview)
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Since it began in 1967, the Rochester

Career Guidance Project has attempted to

improve the quality of guidance activities

in our schcols.

This project has been supported by thf

Bureau of Guidance of the New York Strri

Education Department, the New York Mate

Employment Service, the Divisiorf7 of

Vocational Education and Guie nce of the

Rochester City School Dis' Let, and the

Eastman Kodak Company.

My name is David bust, and as Project

Director, I'd like to share with you some

of the thinking that has gone into the

project, as well as some of the results

that have come out of it.

The project originated in the guidance

division of the Rochester City School

District, and the work is still centered

in this area.

The New York State Emplo, ant Service

and the Eastman Kodak Company asked, "How

can we help?" Their responses to our
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requests have been substantial. We began

by using industrial expertise to help us

to define our problems and some of our

objectives. Modern technology and

equipment, "Information Services" and

"systems approaches" have been applied

to help provide better guidance programs.

There were three general overall

goals of the project: The first, to

provide the students with whatever

relevant information he might need while

trying to make decisions about his career

possibilities. Hopefully, the content

and the media used should motivate him

to continue his inquiry.

We also wanted to increase the

degree of control which a student feels

for his subsequent development. We

wanted him to really become involved in

career exploration, not just be a

passive on-looker.

And we wanted him to relate his school

world to the career wor]d in a way that

would mean something to him.
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We've asked ourselves such

questions as: How can we individualize

the process of career exploration?

What methods are most effective in

helping students bridge the gap between

school and, the "real" world and how can

the community best be involved? What

media will be most effective in

carrying out specific guidance functions,

such as displaying occupational inform-

ation? To what extent can the

principles of "information systems"

be implemented in a school guidance

setting? In what ways can students

participate actively in activities such

as simulation and CAI response and con-

trol plus several other areas that I'll

discuss in just a few minutes. And

another very important question, what

are the most effective ways of pro-

viding support for the professional

development and functioning of "on-the-

job" guidance counselors?



-4-

As you might expect, in actual

practice, questions are raised far more

frequently than they are resolved.

However, if any generalization can be

made as a result of our work thus far,

it is that current career guidance

practices can be vastly improved, even

without adding such things as computers

or audio-visual equipment. But with

the proper equipment we feel that

improvement can be tremendous.

However, the hardware, content, and

media must fit into a program designed

to meet specific objectives with

specific populations. All too often

in the guidance world, little long-range

planning is attempted, let alone

implemented.

The Career Guidance Project has

attempted to build all of its activities

around specific observable oWectives.

We determined to be absolutely clear in

what we wanted to accomplish. First, we

addressed ourselves to the problem of

handling existing information, then
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moved on to experiment with new

materials and recently have become

more concerned with increasing the

direct involvement of students in career

exploration.

Lets briefly discuss several

specific projects. We'll go into

greater detail in these in subsequent

slide presentations. One of these is

called the Micro-Image Project. We

have tried to improve the dissemination

of existing career information. This

information has been rarely available

to a given student at any one place.

Therefore, we decided to assemble all

pertinent printed information for each

of 600 job titles; information from

unions, employers, military, sample

high school programs, colleges and

schools, names of people to contrict in

the Rochester area, possible part-time

jobs and other sources including

career fiction, biography and A-V

materials.
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The next step was to microfilm

this material in a controlled format,

one that would make printed copies

possible. Experimentation has been

going on continuously to try to

determine the strengths and limita-

tions of using this medium with students.

Color microfilm, for example, is now a

reality.

The third step in this Micro-Image

Project was to develop a computer access

system that would be compatible with the

use of microfilm. The computer can

generate suggestions for further student

exploration or direct a student to a

specific page of information or, in

fact, retrieve the page and show it on

a screen. Microfilm will also permit a

teacher, parent, counselor, or student

to scan available information on the

basis of job titles or field of work.

Information must be available in

an e,riotionally acceptable form when

the student is ready. Printed material
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just does not meet this criteria

often enough with individuals in an

urban setting.

Another area of activity was the

development of our Life Career Studies.

These studies have been developed to

have maximum impact in Rochester. They

are slide-tape stories of people at

work and at home. Each job is repre-

sented by at least three people, one

of whom is usually a woman and another

a member of a minority group. In

addition to providing role models, the

materials attempt to convey samples of

the kind of decisions workers are faced

with on their jobs. Each person's

history and future aspirations are

described to provide a sense of career

development throughout life.

The biggest limitation which

materials of this type have is their

development by job title. Students have

concerns about the outside world and

these take nany directions. An audio-

visual data-base can be built
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systematically and still account

for individual differences among

students.

In our project, Individualizing

Career Exploration, we are using student

photography as a catalyst to motivate

exploration, facilitate communications

and learning, and to build a visual

data base whici, other students may then

use.

There is a fourth project activity

which is not as far along as are the

other three. This is the Multi-

Occupations Laboratory which has been

under development by the Division of

Occupational Education. This special

experience center combines a career

information service with direct student

activities on real equipment.

Along with these fogr project

activities, we have been trying to

support school counselors by providing

stitaulation, community contacts, equip-

ment ar.d materials, etc., to help them
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continue their in-service develop-

ment and functioning.

These, then, are what we might

call our five major areas of activity

and, as I mentioned earlier, the

first three are covered in much greater

detail in other sliie programs.

Actually, there are thousands of ways

of involving students directly. The

development of such activities awaits

only leadership in educational guidance.

Certainly the current state of

educational technology places no

serious limits on what can be

attained in schools at present.
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COMPREHENSIVE CAREER INFORMATION

Micro -image File
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During the spring of 1970, our staff

on the Career Guidance Project put into

operation an Occupational Information

System that is really getting results;

and the enthusiastic acceptance that it

has received has been very gratifying to

all of us.

Briefly, it's a system for locating

and retrieving occupational information

quickly and easily, and nne that can be

used not only by counselors, teachers,

and other educational personnel, buy also

by the students themselves.

This Occupational Information System

is now in operation at two locations in

Rochester, New York: the Frederick

Douglass Junior High School and the Career

Experience Laboratory.

However, before we describe this

program and tell how it works, let's go

back briefly and look at the logic be-

hind it - the thinking that led us to this

particular line of reasoning.

One of the major areas of activity of
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the Rochester Career Guidance Project has

been the improvement of current information

in the field of career guidance. This

general area of activity can be further

divided into two general categories: the

first part relates to the information that

is available and needed by students engag-

ing in occupational exploration; the second

is concerned with the methods of providing

access by students to this material.

We begaa by asking a series of questions,

and these questions guided our initial in-

vestigations of information systems:

What occupational information should be
available to students at various ages?

What systematically developed materials
now exist?

What are the expectancies of information
dispensing activities as they now exist?

What are the actual outcomes of such
activities?

Even a casual examination of the activities

in almost any guidance office quickly reveals

a rather haphazard system. Although it seemed

desirable to us to have all information which

a student could use, available to him,
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certain limitations are quite evident.

Books, newspapers, booklets of various

sizes, audic-visual materials in several

formats, etc. cannot easily be organized

in one place.

We noticed that certain inform-

ation which is quite regularly provided by

some guidance counselors is not available

systematically for use by others; for

example:

What are the test high school programs
to 'cake to prepare for a particular
job?

What electives make the most sense?

Who employs people in any given field?

Bhat are other sources of information
relating to a specific job, such as
career biography or career fiction?

In addition to these questions, we had

to consider several other variables in the

development of a Comprehensive Information

File:

In what sequence should the materials
appear?

What limitations dces reading level
place on the materials?

How can these materials be system-
atically updated?
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How can use in remote decentralized
locations be provided?

Can graphic display techniques
facilitate the use of printed mate-
rials?

We found that certain occupational

materials that were available from

commercial sources could be unified accord-

ing to occupational title; for example,

material from sources such as The

Occupational Outlook Handbook, DOT, and

commercial publishers such as Science

Research Associates. We also found thav,

when we got together all of the inform-

ation available in the various forms,

such as books, pamphlets, etc., we had

well over six hundred job titles. The

question now was how to kei.) all of this

information in one place and in a form

that was as easy to use as possible. Not

only should counselors have ready access

to this information, but it should serve as

a resovrce for teachers and other educa-

tional personnel. Students should also

be able to get the information they need
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easily and effectively, and, hopefully,

they should enjoy the experience.

After considering several configura-

tions of library information equipment,

the Career Guidance Project staff settled

on microfilm as the media, with the great-

est potential for solving our problems.

The microfilm system that we used first

was the Recordak Dekastrip. Briefly, here's

how it works.

The user refers to one of three occupa-

tional indexes to locate the file number of

the strip he wishes to explore. One index

lists the job alphabetically; the second

index groups jobs by six digit DOT number;

and the third clusters jobs according to

personal characteristics associated with

the job.

He then pulls the stick from the honoy-

comb file and inserts it into the reader-

printer. Next, he dials the appropriate

strip and then sildes a scanner which

controls the appearance of pages on the

screen. And if he wants a copy of a

particular page, he presses the print
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button and receives one in a few

seconds.

This Dekastrip system has been used

successfully and with apparent ease by

sixth, seventh, and eighth grade stu-

dents, and with a minimum of instruction.

Recently, however, we have been work-

ing to develop a format to be used with

a microfiche system. This system provides

much greater flexibility. Briefly, here's

how it works. On a piece of microfilm

approximately 4" x 5=1" in size we are

able to record sixty photographs in black

and white or in color. This means, for

example, that we could have sixty pages

of information in this one piece of fi]m;

and, incidentally, this same sixty-image

format is now used by most library

systems as well as by other agencies, such

as the ERIC or Educational Resources

Information Center. Thus, by standardiz-

ing on this format we have a way of

quickly and easily utilizing material
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from other sources too.

With its five vertical and twelve

horizontal columns, it provides rapid

branching that was not possible before.

The person using it is able to move

directly to any one of the sixty pieces

of information simply by moving the

indicator to that specific area on the

file. And, printed pages of any of

the sixty sections are available lust

as quickly as they are with Dekastrip.

Actually, of course, material from

many sources - publishers, employers,

schools, libraries, etc. - could be

updated, copied onto a master roll,

and printed onto a regular roll of

microfilm, onto Dekastrip, or in the

form of the microfiche sheet film. In

this way various users, such as schools,

youth corps, libraries, industries, and

employment agencies could use whatever

form of microfilm they desire. We feel,

however, that for career guidance within

the school itself microfiche is probably
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the best answer.

Since we anticipate several kinds

of users, we've designed our own micro-

fiche with a double index. Some people,

for example, might want to go thr^qgh

most of the information about a given

job; but others might only want a specific

bit of information.

Each microfiche has the title at the

top of the first vertical column; and,

of course, it's also step Number 1 of

the top row. In the second horizontal

area are the directions that you might

take. Notice that here there are two

arrows. You might decide to proceed

directly to the briefs which are in Row

B; or you might decide to go to the third

step in the horizontal index, which would

provide a job description. Step 4 tells

what the briefs are. Here again you

might decide at this point to read the

briefs or to proceed to 5, 6, and 7,

which are the educational requirements.

Step 5 relates to the high school courses;

Step 6 to education after high school -
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college, apprenticeship, on-the-job

training, etc.; and Step 7 deals with

such things as clubs and volunteer work

that relate to the job. The eighth area

deals with sources of employment; while

the ninth is concerned with other jobs

that are related to this particular job.

Ten gets into job ladders. Where does

this job fit into others around it an

where does it lead to. In eleven, such

things as interests and worker character-

istics related to the job are considered

and the final area of the horizontal

index goes into other sources of in-

formation, such as career fiction and

career biography. From any of these

steps 8 through 12, the user might be

referred to Row D which is "Other Sources"

of information, or Row E, which is other

job data.

A user might want to skip the briefs

and go directly to the educational require-

ments for that job. He would then go

directly to Row C. C-2 gives an overview

of the educational material in the file;

C-3 gets into general high school
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requirements, and if this job requires

a college education, he might wish to

look at D-3 for this information; then

back to C-4 and 5. Again, he might go

to D-5 for some post-high school courses,

or to C-6 and 7 which would give him

other types of information, such as other

areas to look into or things to do.

Thus, the same microfiche can be used

by a person the first time he looks into

a job where he can be given a step-by-

step direction, and also the more

experienced person who can go directly to

the type of information that he wants. The

pilot version will be in operation at

fourteen "stations" in Rochester during

the 1970-71 school year. All of this

material was pulled together in only two

months by fcirteen people working on a

crash program about twenty hours a week.

Six of these were employment personnel

from the New York State Employment Service;

six were guidance counselors from our
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public school system; and two were

librarians, also from our public schools.

Here are a few of the very interest-

ing and gratifying results that we've had

in using a partial microfilm system at the

Frederick Douglass Junior High School.

First of all, the setup at this school is

ideal. The readers and reader-printers

are locates in an area which is readily

accessible to the students; and not only

do they hare easy access to the equipment,

but there is also a full-time parapro-

fessional ,)r1 duty manning the machines and

helping thm whenever they need it.

On march IL, 1970 we began a survey of

student's reactions to the file at

Frederick Douglass Junior High School.

Here are a few of the results for the

first six weEAs of the survey:

615 students have used the machine
during the six-week period. 449
of the students were boys and 264
were girls.

About 2/3 of the users were in
eighth grade - the others in seventh.

Of thoEre who had used the system
more ti-an once, boys tended to return
more often than we would have ex-
pected and significantly more often
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than girls; in fact, at a ratio
of about 2:1.

92% of the users pushed the button
to produce a copy of something in
the file. Indications, based on
more than 200 follow-up interviews,
are that approximately 90% of the
students told their friends or
parents about using the file and
showed them the copies of materials
they had looked at.

We find that over one-half of the

students are spending more than twenty-

five minutes each time they use the file.

These results are very encouraging.

It seems to us that the students are

getting some very worthwhile results from

the microfilm approach to career guidance

information; and they're also enjoying

the experience and are coming back for

more.

Of course, the work isn't finished.

Much is still to be done. No one knows

how students will react to the newly

completed file.

We have 19 reader-printers scheduled

for Rochester and surrounding areas for

next year. Also, a Great deal of work

remains to be done on racking the
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printed material as graphic and as

pertinent as possible.

We do feel very gratified about the

results of this project so far, and see

a very optimistic future for it. Our

conceptions of what kids want or don't

want, will do or won't do, have been

proven entirely wrong. They want to be

part of the action. They want to find

the answers for themselves; and we on the

Rcchester Career Guidance Project staff

feel that the Micro-Image File is helping

them in this direction.
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CAREER EXPLORATORY EXPERIENCES
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When you stop to think of it, the

student in junior high or high school

doesn't have much going for him when he

wants to find out what the world of work

is really like. First of all, whatever

material that is available on a specific

job is usually in printed form only -

which, in itself, is enough to turn off

many kids. Then, add to that the fact

that it's at least a year or two out of

date. And actually, it's apt to be more

like three or four years behind the

times. At best, it's not too realistic

and certainly not overly exciting. It's

merely another way of "telling" him - he

had no chance to see the job and try it

on for size.

Kids quite often express a desire

to experience this work-world for them-

selves - to sample various jobs - to get

the feel of different occupations.

Normally, this isn't practical. The out-

side world of industry is not structured

this way.
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However, there is an alternative -

and that alternative is to simulate this

world of work. That's precisely the

function of the Career Experiences Lab.

Its a place where a student can try

various jobs - where he can see what it's

like to tear down a transmission or to

work at commercial art. It's a place

where he can really experience the work

situation the way it is non the outside."

Toward the end of September in 1968,

a project, which should have a tremendous

future potential, was sponsored by the

Rochester City School District -

Department of Occupational Education.

This is our Career Exploratory Lab. It

is located at the Main Street Annex for

Occupational Education in Rochester,

New York, and the reason we feel that

this project should have a bright future

is that it is a place where a student

can actual-y try various types of

occupations with no risk of failure.

He can have a real "hands on" exper-

ience and can experiment with various
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interests at his own speed. The overall

goal of the Career Exploratory Lab is to

help him gain greater self-control over

his futu1 development.

The lab was set up to provide ex-

periences for career exploration through

the use of real equipment, counseling

services, and career information. It's

designed to develop a variety of

realistic activities and information

that will encourage students to become

involved in occupational and educational

exploration.

Briefly, here's how it works - the

Exploratory Lab is divided into two rooms,

each with a separate and distinct function.

In one of these rooms, there is a

microfilm file, similar to the one in use

at Frederick Douglass Junior High School.

It will be used in much the same way and

will serve the same purpose as the one at

Douglass. However, in addition to the

microfilm file, there ere many other

sources of career information in this

same location also available. There are
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vocational tapes, sound filmstrips,

motion pictures, as well as other career

information in encyclopedias, books and

pamphlets. In addition, the stAff is

currently developing slide-tape

presentations in areas that students

request most frequently. Exploratory

packets on many occupations are also

being developed. The staff, incidentally,

is composed of two very capable persons -

Miss Sandy Freedman, a guidance counselor,

and Mr. Richard Emerson, an instructor.

In the other large area adjacent to

this information and orientation center,

there's an equipment center. The many

pieces of basic equipment represent

career fields ranging from food service

to metalworking, beauty care, electricity,

horticulture, printing, health careers, 1

business, and from fabric care to auto

mechanics. The use of this actual on-

the-job equipment helps a student get a

feeling of what it's really like to

perform various types of work. In many

cases, industrial or business visits
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are also arranged to provide

opportunities for students to see the

actual work sites, talk with workers,

and explore interest areas which are

impossible for us to simulate in the Lab.

Between the time it opened in

September of '69 to June of '70, some

seventeen hundred students have been

referred to the Lab and have utilized

the facilities. Although the majority

of these students have been eighth

graders, they have ranged from the

sixth grade through seniors. Referrals

have included potential drop-outs,

discipline problems, and physically

handicapped, as well as the many well-

adjusted students.

When a student is referred to the

Laboratory, he meets with the counselor

for a basic orientation to the program.

During this initial session, the

counselor tries to get an idea of the

various areas of interest of the student,

who is then directed to activities that

appear to be most appropriate for his
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own interests. Of course, the basic

skills involved may be applicable to a

variety of similar occupations. The

program is unstructured, and no student

is forced to continue anything in which

he loses interest. He alco has the

freedom of moving between the information

center and the experience center at his

leisure. All pressure, except purposeful

activity, is eliminated. The strident

is encouraged to express his personal

feelings about what he is experiencing.

Failure shouldn't be possible. He should

have an experience and then relate in

some fashion to this experience.

Schematically, the process might look

like this. When the student has become

acquainted with the possibilities in the

Lab through his initial interview and

guidance orientation, he may decide to

go to the information center, or it may

be the activities center. There's no

referred way - no right or wrong. In

either case, after he completes his

experience here, he will consult with
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the guidance counselor. He may or may

not decide to investigate the other type

of activity. He may, for example, have

no desire to look into the information

area. This is up to him and the

counselor. Or, he may find that he has

no interest in this particular field

and decide to change his field of

investigation. And when he decides to

end this particular session at the Lab,

he goes through a summary and evalua-

tion with the counselor, of what he has

done and what his experiences have been.

The student should have the

opportunity of coming back to the Lab

for further explanation and experiences

in areas in which he is interested. The

first time he attempt., something in the

activities center, for example, he may

spend only five minutes in the very

basics of this activity. His experience

at this point would be in the simplest

terms. However, if he desires further

information or experience, he would go

into this activity in greater depth,

possibly for ten to twenty minutes.
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Finally, he!would explore his field of

interest in even greater depth. Time-

wise, this night last from 1/2 hour up

to 2 hours. At this third stage, it

should be a very realistic; lifelike

experience. When he finishes this third

experience, he should really know the

field that 'le's investigating in enough

depth to make some quite intelligent

decisions about his possible place in it.

The completion of these three general

levels of activity and experience, then,

sho7d take him from the very basic con-

tact to a mucl' more mature understanding

of his area of;interest. The goal of

his use of equIpment is his "trying on

various rolls at several levels. He

should come to realize that he could

successfully handle many different tasks

and jobs. And again, nowhere along the

line should failure be possible. He

proceeds at his own speed and has

counseling available to him all along

the way. The decisions are his and are
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not those of a teacher or counselor

telling him what to do at each step;

however, an evaluation and summary between

him and the counselor should occur before

he moves on to the next higher level of

experience.

While all students who enter the Career

Exploratory Lab should have a broadening

rather than a limitAng experience, it's

crucial that those students without

sufficient self-direction be "guided"

toward understanding the ways in which

the work-world can be structured. Workers

on the same job are different from one

another. People with the same job title

working for different employers some-

times do quite different things. The

"hands-on" lab experiences must be

designed to relate to the actual ,job.

While this is difficult to do, it is

not enough to reassemble a carburetor,

and then decide to like or not like

auto mechanics. Bridging this gap will

take time.
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The ways of working with students in

this experimental guidance center are,

of course, critical. However, the ultimate

value of the Lab will depend on how well

the student gets a "feel" for the real

world of work. The student should always

he made to feel like an individual -

unique in his strengths and interests.

He should make his decisions for his own

development to whatever degree this is

possible. We feel that beginning level

of experiences, in particular, should

produce a high level of stimulation.

They should be novel and variable and

increase his curiosity. And these

initial experiences, as quickly as

possible, should be "hands-on." The

student should never be forced to sit

and listen to extensive lecturing;

rather the activities and processes should

be self-instructional to the extent that

at least ninety percent of the students

should clearly and quickly comprehend
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the directions. And of course,

confidence must be generated. The

student should understand that the Lab

is not a spy center designed to feed

personal information about him back to

his own school.

Although extensive records of student

reactions and feelings are not being kept,

home - school counselors have reported very

favorable accounts of student visitations,

emphasizing such things as higher

motivation in school achievement and

greater interest in further career

exploration.

We visualize the possibility of mean-

ingful activities in the Career Explora-

tory Lab starting at a much earlier age

than Junior High School. Some form of

career information and experiences

should start at the pre,school level

and continue on through high school- -

with the individual gaining increasingly

greater insight into his capabilities

and interests as he progresses through
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his school years. And this concept, it

seems to us, has tremendous merit and

possibilities - particularly when you

contrast it with the virtual lack of

career-exploration that students have had

the opportunity to participate in up to

this point in time.
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INDIVIDUAL CAREER GUIDANCE

KIP-II
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Take a kid - add media, like a camera

or tape recorder, help him define a career

problem - and some very interesting and

worthwhile results are usually forthcoming.

At least this has been our experience

in the area of Individualized Career

Guidance. Or as we call it KIP - Kids

in Process, second attempt. As with

all of our other areas of endeavor, we

have found that when the students really

get involved - when they're part of the

action, things happen.

Here's what we've been doing in this

field of individualizing career guidance.

Again, it's geared to getting the

student out into the other world - the

real world of work - and to find out

for himself what it's really like - to

see and record life on the job. Al-

though we've found that slides and an

audio tape work extremely well, the
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media itself is not the final product -

it's used merely to facilitate the

process. Fortunately, students seem to

enjoy the mechanics of taking pictures

and making sound tapes. And although

they do get a kick_ out of the photography,

itself, the primary purpose for using it

is to help the student crystallize his

experiences. He uses the camera

primarily as a tool. And actually we

have found tLat we don't have to work

with only one student at a time. Two

or three students, cooperating as a

team, seem to function very effectively.

In general, here's the way KIP-II

model works:

Once the student is interested, we

get from him what amounts to a verbal

contract. It's a commitment on his

part to follow through on the project.

We don't want him to just drop it

whenever he feels like it. The contract

is a two-way street, however, and we

promise to follow through too. He should
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know why the school supports KIP-II and

what each has to gain and lose.

Secondly, the specific relevant

problem that he's going to investigate

must be identified. The problem itself

is one suggested by the student. Fifteen

minutes of discussion is usually enough

to produce a very specific written

statement. The problem should be limited

in scope but pertinent - one that's of

genuine interest to the person or persons

investj,gating it. We've found here that

quite often, the questions asked by

younger kids are different from those asked

by high school students. For example,

we've had questions from the younger group

along the lines of "What is Xerox"? or

"Why are science and math always hooked

together in schools"? We've given some

of these students the opportunity of

talking with scientists in order to let

these men tell how they use math in their

areas of endeavor.
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The older students in high school

seem to be more job-oriented. Usually they

want to look into specific types of

occupations. Whatever the case, this area

of investigation by the student should be

relevant and should be specific.

Next, a plan of people and places to

be visited is made by the educator, an

employment service staff member, and the

student working together. If the student

is not actually involved in the making of

the plan, he at least should approve it.

The employment counselor or the

educator makes the contacts with the places

to be visited. The, purpose of the visit

must specified for the employer.

Written confirmation of dates, times, and

proposed activities should be made with

the employer. In general, at least one

employee should be visited in depth at

each work site.

The next step is to issue the camera

and film to the students. Instructions

are given on their use and at least two
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days are allowed for a practice roll

to be taken. Recent work has suggested

that practice with an unloaded camera can

work well.

The volunteer, who will assist the

student, is introduced to him. The

relationship between the student and

volunteer is structured during this meet-

ing with the educator and a schedule of

visits is detailed.

The student and volunteer, following

the mutually agreed-upon schedule, visit

the area where the student interviews

and photographs the person or persons at

work. Although the volunteer does not

suggest specific photos to be made, he

makes certain that the major points of

interest are covered. The student must

assume t._e initiative for gathering the

information.

Immediately after each visit, the

volunteer helps the student review what

occurred and what the student learned.

This'Ue-briefing" conversation is

recorded on audio-tape or in writing,

and after the final visit and debriefing,

a summary is made.
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After the film has been processed, the

slides are next edited. A person with some

experience in editing may help him at this

point. A s14.de-audio unit should be de-

veloped around the question that the student

was attempting to answer, but written script

should not be encouraged, unless the student

wishes to write one. Failure should not be

possible. The unit is assembled in itts

final form. During this stage, additional

support from the editor will probably be

necessary. The student may need some

additional guidance in the organization of

his materials and ideas. And, although

techniques of audio-visual communication

can be introduced to the student, the con-

tent should be his alone. The student is

also encouraged to communicate what he saw

and learned to others in his age group.

And finally, the educator and the

student review the relevance of all of

the previous activities. The evaluation

and summary might very well lead to other

areas of problems which the student would
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want to explore next.

At the present time, there are

about ten of these projects in operation.

Let's look at one or two examples:

Procedures such as this can be

modified to suit any school situation.

Expensive equipment is not required -

but creative guidance is.
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LIFE CAREER STUDIES for X-RAY TECHNOLOGIST

(RADIOGRAPHIC TECHNOLOGIST)
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The following Career Guidance

materials will allow you to see the job

of X-Ray Technologist through the eyes

of four people:

Mr. James Green, Chief X-Ray
Technologist in two private clinics,

Mrs. Donna. Thomas, X-Ray Technologist
at an industrial location,

Mr. Louis Wolfanger, Chief X-Ray
Technologist at a County Chest Clinic,

and Miss Joyce Forbc , a student
Technologist at a General hospital.

The first section will show you the

things that most X-Ray Technologists do on

the job, and .:;he second section will

describe the kind of work done by each of

the four people already mentioned.

The people you have been introduced

to are diagnostic medical X-Ray

Technologists. Some other X-Ray Tech-

nologists are employed by industries

where x-ray pictures are taken of

industrial equipment like big tanks or

boilers. The Technologists must

determine whether the equipment is
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strong enough to be delivered to

the customer. Radiation therapy is

another job in the medical field where

radiation is used to help cure people

of certain diseases, usually cancer.

However, this Life-Career study is

about the field of diagnostic medical

x-ray. Radiologic Technologist is the

correct job title, although most of us

still use the term X-Ray Technician from

habit.

The kind of work produced in this

field is an x-ray picture of some part

of the body which cannot be seen with

our eyes alone. The final x-ray might

show a broken bone, tuberculosis in the

lung, or some kind of blockage in a

small intestine or stomach.

The process begins when a doctor

requests that one of his patients be x-

rayed. Let's suppose that a man has

fallen and landed on his hand. Because

of continuing pain he goes to the doctor,

but the doctor cannot tell for sure
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whether a bone is broken. The

doctor requests that an x-ray be taken,

and the patient then goes to an x-ray

department. When the Technologist to

an x-ray office or department gets a

request for an x-ray of the hand, it

means a very specific thing. The

Technologist's job is to get a patient

into the correct position for three,

or perhaps four, different x-rays. One

would be taken with the hand in a flat

position; another with the hand turned

on its side; and the other views would

be taken with the hand in a slanted

position, (oblique). If a patient is

in a great deal of pain, or if he

cannot be moved easily, the job of the

Technologist becomes more difficult.

He must make the patient relax and be

comfortable so the patient will stay

as still as possible while the x-ray

is being taken. The Technologist puts

the patient in the correct position,
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and sets up the x-ray equipment; that

means deciding on how much radiation is

needed and how much of the patient's

hand should be exposed to radiation.

Usually the Technologist measures the

thickness of the part of the body to be

radiographed and then adjusts his

machine for the proper settings. Next,

the X-Ray Technologist gets behind a

lead shield, or wears a lead apron,

always protecting himself from stray

radiation from the machine. The

patient must hold perfectly still

while the Technologist pushes the

button and actually takes the is -ray.

Once the x-ray has been taken, the

Technologist takes the cassette or film holder

into a darkroom. He removes the film and

puts it into the automatic developing

equipment. The patient is escorted to

the dressing room or to the waiting room

and is usually asked to wait for a few

minutes while the xrays are developed.
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Some parts of the body do not

show up easily under normal x-ray

conditions. For these kinds of x-rays

the Technologist has an extra job to do;

that is to administer a contrast medium.

A contrast medium is just a material that

does not let x-rays go through easily -

it therefore shows up clearly on an x-ray

plate. So, for instance, if a picture of

the stomach is required, the patient may

be given what is called ebarium milk

shake." The Technologist very often

mixes this barium drink and sees that the

patient swallows the right amount of it.

When the x-ray is taken, the stomach will

show up clearly. Other contrast media are

given, as barium enemas to show the lower

intestines, or as injections to make

organs like the gall bladder show up.

The X-Ray Technologist must also keep

the equipment clean and in good working

order, and keep records on the patients

he has xrayed. In certain kinds of exams

the X-Ray Technologist works with a doctor
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called a Radiologist (a physician who

has specialized training in x-ray

diagnosis and therapy). The Radiologist

sometimes studies the functioning of

certain parts of the body by watching a

fluroscope machine. At certain times

the radiologist asks the Technologist to

take x-rayl which are used for careful

study after the fluroscope exam.

It usually takes two years after

high school to prepare to be a Radiographic

Technologist. There are more than one

thousand schools of X-Ray Technology

approved by the American Medical

Association, and most of them are in

hospitals. A few schools offer three

and four year programs, and eleven

schools award a four year college degree

in X-Ray Technology. Also, many junior

colleges coordinate academic training

with work experience in hospitals in

three year X-Ray Technologist's pro-

grams.

After training, a registry examin-

ation is given. When a student completes
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the examination successfully he is

called a Registered Technologist, and

then the initials R.T. appear after his

name. Registry and State licensing are

required, and many technologists partic-

i;?ate in professional associations such

as The Anerican Society of Radiologic

TechnoloEists. The materials which

follow will tell you more about eaLh of

the four people you have seen on the job.

Jim Creen is the Chief X-Ray

Technolofist for two private clinics run

by a group of Radiologists. One clinic

is locate,c in the Medical Building down-

town, anc the other is in a new medical

center south of the city. Jim sponds

about one-half of his time each week in

each place and is responsible for the

work of the four X-Ray Technologists in

each place. In addition, he spends

about three- fourths of his time taking

x-rays of patients. Other job duties

include keeping equipment in good order,

supervising all records made by
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technologists, and coordinating their

efforts with the doctors who work in

the clinic.

Jim is highly skilled and is

sometimes called on when another

Technologist has difficulties. In

addition, he enjoys working with

people in helping relationships.

Jim has lived for the past couple

of years in a large house near West

High School. Much of his career has

been spent working weekends or some

evening hours, and so now it is a real

pleasure for him to be working straight

days. His wife, Nettie, and children,

Darryl, Bruce, and Pam, keep the house

a lively place and when Jim is at home,

he enjoys tinkering with his car,

watching TV and sometimes playing his

guitar.

Jim was horn in Georgia and lived

there until he graduated from high

school. His mother and father moved

the whoJe family north to Rochester,
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and he obtained his first job at

a hospital as a food service worker.

He kept this job for about six months

until he was 17 and then went to Kodak,

where he was employed in the Research

Laboratories. Jim worked near a depart-

ment that made use of industrial x-ray

equipment, and he became fascinated

with what they did there. He thought

about going to school to become an X-Ray

Technologist, but was worried that he

would not be able to get a job because

of the discrimination existing at that

time. Jim had the support of his mother

and other people, so in spite of his

feelings, he decided to go to school to

become an X-Ray Technologist. He

attended the University of Rochester's

Strong Memorial Hospital training

program for two years, and much of this

time was spent working night call on a

part-time job to pay his way through.

When he graduated, his fears were

realized, and he did not get a job.
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After a while he was employed part-time,

but only at nights, at Highland

Hospital. Finally after abcut six

months he obtained a job full time as

an X-Ray Technologist at Highland

Hospital. Jim worked at the hospital

for eight years anJ advanced to the

highest technologist rate possible.

For the last seven years, he has been

employed as a Chief X -.lay Technologist in

the two private clinics, and in fact,

many of the doctors he worked with at

Highland Hospital, he now works with in

the private practice. Jim enjoys his job

very much now, and plans, as he says it,

to "stay put for the future."

Mrs. Donna Thomas works for the

Eastman 10dak Company and almost all of

her patients are well and walking. About

one-quarter of her time is spent on

dental x-rays, and since dental x-rays

are very small, they cannot be processed

by the automatic equipment. They are

processed by hand by the X-Ray Technologist
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and dried overnight.

She works closely with Mr. Francis

Zimmer, and they snare all the work at

the Apparatus Division Plant. They both

work 8 to 5 weekdays only. Donna usually

begins her day with record keeping for

x-rays taken the day before. How many

patients, what kind of exam, and other

information all need to be recorded.

After some routine record keeping, Donna

mounts the dental x-rays from the p-evious

day's work. This mans labeling them

and getting them in a form for the dentists

and doctors to be able to use. A fifteen

minute break in the morning and after-

noon and a one-hour lunch period are

about the only times when Donna is not

in motion. She has been with Kodak a

little more than one year, while

Mr. Zimmer has been there for more

than 28 years.

All technologists wear radiation

detectors which are checked every month

to determine whether too much stray
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radiation has been received. Because

of her contact with the chem4_cals used

in processing the dental x-ray film,

Donna has had some difficulty with her

hands. They are not always "silky-

smooth" as in the soap commercials.

Donna and her husband, David, live

in an apartment not too far from work.

David also works for Kodak as a Lab

Technician, and they both enjoy camping

especially with their own small trailer.

They are both extremely active in their

church, and serve as youth workers many

hours each week. At home they enjoy

music, reading, and just plain relaxing.

Sometimes furniture refinishing is a

good relaxer too.

Donna grew up in a town in

Pennsylvania and attended a hospital

school of X-Ray Technology after she

graduated from high school. She worked

in her home town following graduation

and stayed there a year until her fiancee,

David, returned from service. They were
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married and moved to Rochester where

she worked at Rochester General

Hospital for a little more than a

year, before taking the job at

Eastman Kodak Company. One of the

reasons she left the hospital and went

to industry was that the long hours,

sometimes required at the hospital,

interfered with her role as a wife,

especially since David was attending

part-time classes at R.I.T. But in

many ways, she misses the hospital and

the kind of activity there.

Donna anticipates keeping her job

as an X-Ray Technologist in induetry

at least until she and David begin

their family. At age 24, she is firmly

commited to a future involved in the

field of X-Ray Technology.

Lou Wolfanger works at the Monroe

County Health Department Chest Clinic.

The primary purpose of this clinic is

to take chest x-rays which will detect

tuberculosis. Lou is supervisor of a

three-man team that does work related
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only to tuberculosis, and while some

x-rays other than chests are taken,

the vast majority of the work done

is chest x-rays.

Lou generally begins his day by

matching up the previous day's films

with their records. He spends about

3/4 of an hour getting these materials

ready for the Radiologist. The clinic

hours generally begin about 9 o'clock

and they can process nearly forty

patients an hour. Thursday is called

"mass survey" day when up to 150 people

move through within an hour's time.

Lou does special x-ray exams such as

ptomograms, and sets up equipment

needed for anything other than routine

examinations. He fills in when one of

the regular Technologists is on

vacation or otherwise not in service,

and coordinates vacation times and

working conditions. The equipment is

extremely modern and uses photo-timers

and reduced size x-rays. The film is
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processed automatically, but equip-

ment always needs to be kept in good

working order and in a clean condition.

Lou is in daily contact with the

Assistant Director of the Chest Clinic

as x-rays are processed. In addition,

he is responsible for making sure

supplies are ordered ahead of time;

that the budget is prepared appropriately

one year ahead; and that his operating

expenses stay within the budget for this

year.

Lou has been at the Chest Clinic

for ten years, and now works five days

a week for seven hours a day - a 35

hour week. He lives well out of the city

in a small town where he grew up and likes

this kind of life for himself, his wife,

Roseanne, and their four children, Lou Ann,

Lyn, Kurt, and Kathy. Lately, the remodel-

ing of his entire house lias been a major

project at home. At times the whole

family gets into the act of planning new
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kitchen cabinets, locations of sinks,

walls and windows.

Lou enjoys golf, and the whole

family likes to go camping, especially

along the St. Lawrence River and State

Parks.

Saturdays are work-days though, for

Lou works at another job part-time as a

Technologist on Saturdays and weekdays

after regular hours.

Lou is 37 now, but got interested

in the X-Ray field when he was only 18.

He worked as a laborer at the Foster-

Wheeler Plant when his manager asked him

if he was interested in taking industrial

x-rays. He said "yes", and for two years

worked as an unlicensed Technologist

before he got drafted into the service.

In service, Lou got some immediate

training in medical x-ray diagnosis, and

spent his entire military hitch taking

x-rays for the Armed Forces. When he

was released from the military, he

followed interest in radiation, and

went prospecting for uranium, but he
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didn't hit a claim on his six month

venture. When he returned he worked

in construction for a time, and

finally decided to run his own gas

station, which he did for about 31-

years. Lou decided to return to the

x-ray field due to the irregular and

long hours in the gas station business.

He was married then and wanted to be

able to spend more time with his wife

and children.

Lou is enthusiastic about his job

and looks forward to staying in the field

through retirement.

lace Forbes is 21 years old and

a first year student at Rochester

General Hospital. She is from the

country of Trinidad, and had to wait

21 years before she could come into the

United States to enter training in X-Ray

Technology. She spends 5i days each week

at the hospital, 8:00 to 4:30 Monday

through Friday and 8:00 to 12:00

Saturdays. Part of her day is spent
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in class work with fellow students,

and another part in actually taking

x-rays and working with patients in

the hospital.

Very early in the X-Ray training

program, students are taught to do

certain kinds of x-rays. As soon as

they have demonstrated that they can

do a particular x-ray, for instance,

arm and leg bone x-rays, the students

actually work in the hospital with

patients who require this particular

x-ray. As time goes on, students learn

more complicated x-ray procedures, and

are then able to practice them when

needed. First year students generally

spend most of the morning hours working

with patients and most of the afternoon

hours attending classes. All of the

x-rays taken by students are checked

immediately, and continuing correction

is provided for their best training.

The subjects which a student

Technologist takes usually include
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radiation protection, anatomy, (a

study of bone structure) physiology,

(a study of body functions) physics,

dark room chemistry, principles of

radiographic exposure, x-ray therapy,

radiographic positioning, medical

ethics, department administration,

record keeping and the operation and

maintenance of x-ray equipment.

Joyce enjoys working as a pro-

fessional in training, and enjoys the

confidence which comes with learning

each new x-ray procedure. She lives

in an apartment with two roommates and

spends much of her time after 4:30 in

studying for her academic courses. She

spends her share of time clowning,

relaxing, sometimes playing the guitar,

and sometimes just talking with friends.

In the future, Joyce would like to'

become an X-Ray Therapist. She feels

very strongly that she would like to be

able to help extend the lives of many

people suffering from diseases which
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can be helped with radiation.

She will probably continue to

vier,: in a hospital setting.

Training to be an X-Ray Technologist

generally requires a high school diploma,

or its equivalent. The American Society

of Radiologic Technologists says that,

"experience has shown that mathematics

and seience cours3s, especially physics,

chemistry and biology are helpful for a

career in X-Ray Technology."

You can obtain more information from

school guidance offices, nearby

hospitals, or by writing to the Council

on Medical Education, American Medical

Association, 535 North Dearborn Street,

Chicago, Illinois, or by writing to the

tmerican Society of Radiologic

Technologists, 537 South Main Street,

Fon du Lac, Wisconsin, 54935.

If you would like to know more,

take action now.
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ROCHESTER CAREER GUIDANCL. PROJECT

Cooperation and Consultation with the Career Week Project
at Nathaniel Rochester School No. 3, City School District,
Rochester, Nev York; Spring 1970

by

David B. Youst

No. 3 School is located in the inner city of the third ward of

Rochester, New York. The building is scheduled for replacement within

the next yaar or two, and has been converted from K-6 to a K-3 school.

Extra funds have'been used at the school to reduce class size (the

average is now i6) and to provide many other compensatory services; for

instance, each Classroom has a full-time aide. The school is racially

iMbalanced; less than 3% of the students are white. An elementary

guidance counselor has served in the building,for the past five years.

A Career Day program was started three years ago and continued last

year.

During consultation with a staff member of the Rochester Career

Ouidance Project, the counselor, in aralyzing the job titles which were

represented by black role models in previous years, saw that the jobs

tended to cluster in the services Category and did not represent suf-

ficient variety of occupational fields. An analysis of last year's

program also showed that a nunber of speakers who had promised to appear

on Career Day did not, in fact, arrive. The elementary counselor was

committed to relating career guidance activities to the experiences of

students in their classes. Because of this attempt to 'facilitate a cur-

riculum-based program, counselor, established an Advisory Committee

composed of teachers, aides, and administrators to help plan Career Day.
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It was quickly decided that a more efficient program could .e run over

a longer period of time, producing greater flexibility in scheduling ar-

rangements and making more efficient use of resource people. Career Day

changed to Career Week.

The primary purpose of the week was defined by the coiunittee as pro-

viding black role models with whom children (K-3) could identify. It was

thought desirable to include some non-blacks, and some student role models

in a variety of career fields, with women and men equally represented.

flyer was prepared, and distributed to each teacher, asking for her

response (sample attached). Fifteen of eighteen teachers suggested names

of suitable role models or job titles. Several of the aides, participat-

ing at this stage, seemed to feel a real sense of pride in recommending

the names of successful black role models who would perhaps be visiting

the school; The counselor offered administrative help and bridged the

gap between teacher desires and the visitor's actual appearance. Each

prospective visitor was contacted by telephone and given a chance to

gracefUlly choose not to participate. If he was interested in participat-

ing. he was told that a letter would be coming which would confirm the

tine, arrangements, and give him a better idea of what he could do with

the kids. The counselor prepared this letter, submitted it to the Advisory

Committee, and saw to it that a confirming letter was sent to each visitor

well before he was due at No. 3 School. Much of the counselor's time was

taken with telephone or personal contacts to employers and other bosses

whose approval was necessary to have a role model released from his job.

A schedule was coordinated in the counselor's office and most visitors

appeared in more than one class. The counselor greeted each visitor and

introduced him to the teacher and to the class. She usually stayed with
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the ,-;:oup for the entire process and '-ook pictures of each person and

of the children's reactions to the visitor. The goal of this activity

was to produce a photo-record which would help children remember and

identify with each visitor.

Several follow-up activities occurred; some teachers had students

write thank-you notes; some encouraged them to gain additional informa-

tion; and some developed related classroom projects. The counselor

asked the kids, after a week, what they liked best, wanted to know, and

wouldn't like. In general, she tried to have the students express their

feelings about the visitor's job. The counselor wrote a thank -you note

to each visitor and included a stamped, self-addressed return form which

asked for: an evaluation; suggestions for improvement;. and the future

availability of each role model. In this way a list of experienced

speakers was established within the school.

The dawn of the first day of Career Week a major flood occurred in

the area. The resulting power and water 1)se closed the school for the

day. Visitors who were due at school that day were easily rescheduled

into other times during the week.

Because each visitor was encouraged to wear his uniform, bring his

tools, or in some way to provide "hands-on" experience for kids, some

very interesting experiences developed. A welder backed his truck up to

the front door of the school and had the class meet on the front steps,

right around hid truck. They wore the welder's protective helmet and

helped in some way to weld metal and deal with other aspects of his job.

A secretary brought two piecea of paper with a sheet of carbon paper be-

tween for each student. Students wrote their own messages, saw how the

carbon paper worked, produced a duplicate, and the secretary was able to
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show what usually happened to the duplicate file copy. She also brought

a phone message pad and other such supplies. Students were quite inter-

ested in the personal lives of their visitors, sometimes with amusing

group results. One student said to the secretary, "I think you are very

pretty. What do you do at night?" The student was not asking for a

date, aut did have real concerns in both of these personal areas. A

barber brought in his tools, wore his white coat, and actually gave a

haircut in the classroom. The Vice President of the Polymer Products

Corporation demonstrated the chemical reactions that occur in the pro-

duction of plastics and extrusion work. A photographer took pictures

of the students and showed groups of black entertainers. lie had the kids

guessing who the entertainers were; ane, as it developed through a qL3s-

tion by the guidance counselor, who was participating in this sessioa,

the photographer had taken all the pictures which he was showing. The

discussions centering around each of these activities were quite person-

a;.1.zed, dealing with the concerns -which the small groups of students had

about the lives and work of the people with whom they were visiting.

Follow-up sessions held by the counselor and teacher indicated some seri-

ous misunderstandings about who some of the'visitors actually were. In

general, these mistaken perceptions involved the role models who relied

exclusively on.lecturing. There was little confusion about what the

welder did!

The counselor, in cone Ration with the staff on the Career Guidance

Project, is attempting now to initiate next year's activities over a

broader period of time and covering a wider range cP occupations. She

has started to identify black role models in a variety of occupational
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fields which have not been represented thus far. Once this type of

resource list is established, it can be used as a beginning point from

which the teachers can make selections across a representative range of

occupational fields. Attached will be found letters used in this pro-

ject and pictures taken by the counselor during Career Week. Previously

she had taken only two rolls of film with this camera, an Olympus 35,,

automatic range finder type. Tri-X at ASA 400 was used.

# # #
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Dear

Nathaniel Rochester School #3
59 Tremont Street
Rochester, New York 14608

Thank you for accepting the invitation to come to speak to
some of our boys and girls.
will expect you on at

The children would like you to:

1. Wear uniform (or regular work dress).
2. Bring along some tools or materials that you use.
3. Perhaps demonstrate, involving the children if

possible, one or two parts of your Job.
4. Send them a picture of yourself working, if

possible.
5. Be willing to answer follow-up questions that

may be sent to you after your visit to the classroom.

Some of the information that we would like our students to
understand about your career are:

1. Who is your employer and wire is he or the
conpany, etc. located?

2e What is the title of your job?
3. What are some of your job duties?
4. What do you like most about your job?
5. What do you like least about your job?
6. What decisions do you have to make on your job?
7. What is your history in the career?

a. Why did you choose it?
b. When?
c. What education was necessary?
d. Other jobs that you had.

, e. Etc.
8. How do you see your future in the occupation?

We have two main goals for our Career week nere at School
#3:

1. To help the children understand how some people
function in their work rolea.

2. To provide successful role models with which the
children may identify.
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We :lope that you will en joy t.:o opportunity to help ;DUI
childron. If you 'Save ;::..,.y queLtions or concerns, pleas;
call me at 454-3527.

Y.ost sincerely,

Guidance Counselor
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Instead cf annual Career Day... ihiwyeur we will have a
icv::.ei; of gc../ 2,5'C h,, You will caosc ca;^eeps that you want ;,e;:reseni-..ed,

perhas :-/ating them with your cuo:,eni.. curriculum We (s .le ;;o4;imittee

and 1)
p
will help you locate the spcak,!os, perhaps two worker, and a

student :n tech career., Then you mm, :'tenet to contact the participants
yourself, thereby scheduling them at your lonvenience to Fit in with your
school cky
We feel the informality of this :rocecure will allow more flenibility
and greatlr chance for followup. I have n job index in ray office. Come
and browse at over 500 job titles if you want come ideas,

What careers would you like represented in :rout room during career week?

Do you know of someone who could represent any of these careers?

Name"--------- 12maplaio Te I t Adkess

Do you know of someone who could help us locate a speaker to represent
these occupations?

Name Tel. # Address

COMMENTS;

You'll be hearing from someone on tho committee.-- Thank your.
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TEACHERS, AIDES, and RESOURCE STAFF:

Your Career reek Committee wruld like some help locating black

men and women who can serve as role models for our children. Do you

know workers or someone who could help us find woriors to represent

the following occupations? Check those that you could help us with

and drop this paper in my mailbox.

Thank you.

Nancy Youst

Policemen Welder

Fireman Newspaperman

Mailman Mortician

Sailor Metal Worker

Hairdresser Baker

Secretary Gardener

Nurse Florist

Construction Worker Cook

(housing project)
Waitress

Doctor
Magician

Salesperson
House Builder

Dance Teacher

Sports Player

Your name, pleases
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May 11, 1970

Plymouth Avenue Fire wartmont.
c/o Rochester lire Department
185 North Street
Rochester, New York 1404

Dear Sirs

Fore at School in we will be having Career Week from
May 25-29. During this time we will invite participants
from different occupations to meet with class groups of
our children. Acquainting them with Job duties is one
of the purposes behind our activities, but another very
im.9ortant one is providing successful bleak role models
with-which our children may identity,.

The teachers will schedule meetings at the convenience
of both the visitor and herself. To do this she will
need names and telephone numbers.

. .

Three classes have requested firemen. Can you help us?

Sincerely,

Nancy Youst (Mrs.)
Guidance CouLselor
School Telephones 454.3525

NY/w
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Teachers

Name

Grade

Which caTeera, did you have represented in your room?

How do you rate them?

What has happened in class as a result of the visits?
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CLASS CAREER AND SPEAKER

1. Do you think that you have a good idea about the job from what the
visitor told you?

2. Are there things about the job

a. that you voulc like to do?
c.2

b. that you would not like to do?

3. Did you tell.

a. anyone at home about your visitor?

b. any friends about your visitor?

4. Would you like to know more about the Job?

5. Are there other jobs you'd like to know more about?
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